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Abstract 

The topic of my dissertation is focused on utilization of spectroscopic methods for 

detection and measurement of various molecular systems that are interesting from the 

point of view of their reactivity and role that they play in atmospheric chemistry, 

astrochemistry, human body, or in simulated plasma processes. 

Description of the work is divided into four thematic parts describing four 

independently performed experiments. 

The very first analyses of the asymmetrical vibration ν4 band and the symmetrical 

ν2 band of the FCO2
·
 radical, that belong among significant intermediate products of 

degradation processes of halogen hydrocarbons, were performed within this work. The 

detailed analysis led to determination of rotational constants, centrifugal distortion 

constants, and fine splitting constants of both bands.  

For the first time in history we performed the spectroscopically unambiguous 

identification of the molecular radical ion CS+ using the microwave spectroscopy with 

high spectral resolution in the frequency range of 414 to 622 GHz. The complex 

analysis allowed us to exactly determine the values of the rotational constant, fine 

splitting constant, and hyperfine splitting constant. 

It was also designed and performed experiments including measurements of spectra 

of cyan BrCN and CH3CN substances using the time resolved Fourier transform 

infrared spectroscopy. It was studied behavior of these molecules and their 

disintegration products in the low temperature plasma environment.  

Finally, I have studied the ecological impact of ammonia on the environment and 

influence of trees on the amount of ammonia in the air, and designed and assembled the 

optoacoustic cell for the experimental arrangement of the laser optoacoustic detection 

method for measuring trace amounts of ammonia and other gaseous substances.  

 

 

Keywords: spectroscopy, radical, ion, atmosphere, astrochemistry, human 

health, plasma  

 

 

 



Abstrakt 

 Téma mé disertační práce je zaměřeno na vyuţití spektroskopických metod pro 

detekci či měření koncentrace rozličných látek, které jsou zajímavé z hlediska jejich 

reaktivity a role hrající v atmosférické chemii, astrochemii, v lidském těle nebo v 

simulovaných procesech plazmatu. Popis vlastní práce je rozdělen do čtyř tematických 

celků, které popisují čtyři nezávislé, uskutečněné experimenty. 

Vůbec poprvé byla provedena analýza asymetrického vibračního pásu 4 a 

symetrického pásu 2 FCO2
·
 radikálu, patřícího mezi významné meziprodukty 

degradačních procesů halogenovaných uhlovodíků. Detailní analýza vedla k určení 

rotačních konstant, centrifugálně distorzních konstant a konstant jemného štěpení pro 

oba pásy.  

Historicky poprvé byla uskutečněna také první spektroskopicky jednoznačná 

identifikace molekulového radikálového iontu CS
·+

 pomocí mikrovlnné spektroskopie 

s vysokým spektrálním rozlišením ve frekvenčním rozsahu 414 aţ 622 GHz. Celková 

analýza umoţnila přesné určení hodnot rotační konstanty, konstanty jemného a 

hyperjemného štěpení. 

Dále byly navrţeny a uskutečněny experimenty zahrnující měření spekter 

kyanových látek BrCN a CH3CN časově rozlišenou infračervenou spektroskopií 

s Fourierovou transformací. Bylo studováno chování těchto molekul a jejich rozkladné 

produkty v prostředí nízkoteplotního plazmatu.  

Nakonec byl studován ekologický dopad amoniaku na ţivotní prostředí a vliv 

stromů na mnoţství amoniaku v ovzduší a byla navrţena a sestavena optoakustická 

kyveta experimentálního uspořádání metody laser optoakustické detekce pro měření 

stopových mnoţství amoniaku a dalších plynných látek.  

 

 

 

 

 

K íčová s ova: spektroskopie, radiká , io t, atmosf ra, astrochemie,  idsk  
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Goals 

Dissertation was written in cooperation declared by an international agreement 

among the VŠB-TU Ostrava, Faculty of Safety Engineering and the Université Lille 1 

in France. 

The work consists of a theoretical part with basic principles of spectroscopy and 

quantum physics outlined, and from a part describing my own work that I performed 

during my doctorate studies. The theoretical part of dissertation should prove useful to 

students of VŠB - Technical University of Ostrava and other people interested in 

spectroscopy experiments that have not encountered this topic before and are interested 

in study of it. 

The first part of the dissertation was done at the Université Lille 1, in the 

Laboratoire de Laser, Atomes et Molecules (PhLAM), under supervision of Prof. G. 

Wlodarczak and Dr. S. Bailleux. The target was to measure and analyze the microwave 

spectrum of CS
·+

 radical cation, and to analyze the asymmetrical ν4 and the symmetrical 

ν2 rotational-vibrational bands of the FCO2
·
 radical that are molecules significant from 

atmospheric and astrophysical point of view. 

The second part of my dissertation was done in cooperation between VŠB – TU 

Ostrava, Faculty of Safety Engineering and J. Heyrovský Institute of Physical 

Chemistry, AS CR. It was focused on the study of species (NH3, BrCN, CH3CN, HCN, 

and HNC) that are significant from the point of view of astrochemistry, atmospheric 

chemistry, and human health, by using spectroscopic methods. Target of this part of the 

work was assembling of the optoacoustic cell for laser optoacoustic detection, whose 

sensitivity would enable the measurements of even trace amounts of gaseous pollutants 

and also investigation of decomposition products CH3CN and BrCN by the time 

resolved Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy. My supervisor in the Czech Republic 

was doc. Ing. Z. Zelinger, CSc. 
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Introduction 

All objects found in the Universe, including ourselves and the space around us, 

consist of atoms that join into molecules through chemical bonds, and that rearrange 

themselves by various chemical reactions. 

These processes usually work through complicated chemical mechanisms. Their 

progress then depends on properties of atoms that enter the reactions - their structures, 

especially the structure of the electron cloud that determines a possibility of creation of 

a chemical bond, and then on their chemical stability.
[1]

  

If we consider atmospheric processes, for example, intermediate products with 

characteristics of reactive gases (radicals or ions) are often created during chemical 

changes. These gases encourage surrounding molecules to reactions by their increased 

reactivity, therefore they play important role in chemical processes that take place in the 

earth atmosphere and in space, during combustion and also within human body. 

As far as the environment, effects of these substances are most significantly shown 

in stratosphere and troposphere that compose the main transport medium of our planet - 

physical, chemical, and also chemical-biological. Their negative effect can be shown on 

global scale by the greenhouse effect, by decrease of stratospheric ozone, climatic 

changes, further by acidification of the environment, material corrosion, cultural 

monument erosion, loss of biodiversity and yield of agricultural plants, and by health 

endangerment.
[1]

 

Monitoring of the chemical phenomena in atmosphere and in space became by now 

an indisputable necessity that can be performed well by using spectroscopic methods 

that allow non-destructive analyses of substances, and also by a long-distance detection 

of gases (so called remote sensing).
[2]

 

For this reason fundamental research of chemical substances, primarily reactive 

ones, that contributes to determination of their structure, lifetime and understanding of 

reaction mechanisms these substances participate in, brings knowledge significant from 

the point of view of human health protection, environmental protection, processes 

taking place in space, and also helps to expand experimental investigation methodology 

that can be further utilized in similar experiments. 
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1. Theory 

Since this work primarily deals with application of selected laser spectroscopic 

methods, it will be useful to shortly describe some basic principles used directly in the 

area of spectroscopy and related to the topic of this dissertation here. There is a lot of 

high quality literature on the given topic. I used mostly the book by J. Fišer dedicated to 

the basics of quantum mechanics in this section.
[3]

 

1.1. Origin and Development of Spectroscopy 

Spectroscopy is a method of quantitative chemical analysis that investigates 

experimentally measured spectra and provides information about investigated 

substances (structure and composition, temperature, etc.) non-destructively. 

Although we know the colored spectrum that occurs on rain drops lighted by the 

sun since time immemorial, we date the origins of spectroscopy to the 17th century. 

We can consider the Czech doctor, physicist and astronomer Jan 

Marek Marci of Kronland (1595 - 1667), who, in 17th
 
century, 

fifteen years ahead of the famous physicist Isaac Newton, first 

performed and described decomposition of sunlight to its colored 

parts by a glass prism, a founder of spectroscopy. 

 

Figure 1: Rainbow 
[4]

 

Figure 2: Portrait of Jan Marek Marci 
[5]
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Boundaries between individual colors were not exact; they were determined exactly 

by physicists Bunsen and Kirchhoff in 1859. 

In 1800 J. F. W. Herschel shown by his experiment that sun radiation does not fall 

just to the visible part of the spectrum, but also to the infrared one. Similarly J. W. 

Ritter expanded general public knowledge to the ultraviolet area. 

At the beginning of 19th century many other scientists, for example, W. H. F. 

Talbot, C. Wheatstone, A. J. Angstrom, D. Alter, and J. B. L. Foucault studied spectra 

of different origin to find out that these sources emit clear emission lines, characteristic 

for chemical substances contained in these sources. Also W. H. Wollaston and J. von 

Fraunhofer should be mentioned, since they independently discovered, using a narrow 

slot, sharp and dark absorption lines in the spectra of space objects that appear in wave 

lengths characteristic for atoms and molecules that absorb sunlight. The theoretical 

explanation of origin of these lines, nowadays called Fraunhofer lines, was offered later 

by G. R. Kirchhoff who, together with R. Bunsen, performed the first chemical analysis 

of the sun atmosphere. They discovered two, until then unknown, elements Cesium and 

Rubidium during experiments with alkaline metal spectra in 1861.
[3][6]

  

Fast expanding production technologies and emergence of electronics primarily 

contributed to large expansion of spectroscopy after the Second World War.
[2]

 

Spectroscopic experiments became more effective mostly due to use of computers that 

enabled automation of experiments, electronic records of measured data, their storage 

and comparison with previous experiments, or chemical databases during the process of 

measured data identification. Discovery and use of the laser sources and synchrotron 

devices also increased use of spectroscopic methods.
[3]

 Today spectroscopy belongs 

among significant scientific disciplines that focuses on determination of chemical 

composition and molecular structures and enables us to analyze earth and star objects. 

This is also the only method for the study of chemical elements in stars of our galaxy.
[2]

 

1.2. Origin and Development of Quantum Mechanics 

The origin of quantum mechanics, to which foundation stones were laid by E. 

Schrödinger and W. Heisenberg in 1925 - 1927, is narrowly connected to the 

development of spectroscopy.
[7]

  

As opposed to classical physics that deals with large particles (macro particles) the 

quantum mechanics studies questions related to small size particles - structure of atomic 

http://cs.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Fraunhoferovy_%C4%8D%C3%A1ry&action=edit&redlink=1
http://cs.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gustav_Robert_Kirchhoff
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nuclei, atoms, and molecules (micro particles) and solid substances, and large amount of 

otherwise unexplainable experimental data.
[3]

 Probability description, quantification, 

and discreteness and discontinuity of energy and some other quantities, that in classical 

mechanics are continuous, is typical for quantum mechanics. 
[6][7]

 

M. K. E. L. Planck’s, who in 1900 formulated the hypothesis that energy that 

emanates from radiating body does not flow continually, but in certain quantities - 

quantums, study preceded the origin of quantum mechanics. He then thought that 

energy quanta are directly proportional to radiation frequencies, i.e., indirectly 

proportional to their wave length, and thus formulated a law later called the Radiation 

Law after him.
 [8][9]

 

In 1905 inspired by then marginalized Planck theory of light quanta A. Einstein 

proposed a hypothesis that energy quanta that occur during interaction of light and 

matter have momentum, and so we can perceive them as particles. 

We call these particles photons. 

The energy carried by one photon is proportionate the radiation frequency f. 

 

         (1) 

 

Where  h is the Planck constant, a basic constant of the quantum physics, 

Another important step during development of the quantum physics was creation of 

the Hydrogen model by N. H. D. Bohr in 1913. Basic idea was that electron runs around 

the nucleus along orbits, i.e., trajectories with exactly defined diameters. The model was 

not satisfactory, however, since it was not useful for atoms with more than one electron 

(and also it was in variance with uncertainty principle). 

The last cornerstone of the quantum mechanics is the L. de Broglie's hypothesis 

about dual character of matter, according to which matter has both corpuscular 

(particle), and wave properties. Its mathematical expression is de Broglie's equation that 

assigns a particle with the momentum P and the wavelength . 

 

  
 

 
 (2) 
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The de Broglie's wave can be described by the wave function . The wave function 

does not correspond to any specific physical quantity. 

The square of absolute value of the wave function ll
2
 specifies probability density 

of a micro particle occurrence, in other words it says that the given particle appears at a 

certain location at a certain time with a certain probability. Since       represents the 

probability of finding a particle in the volume element dη, the integral        

specifies the probability of finding of the particle anywhere in space. 

The wave function  must be unique and continuous, and the expression      , 

where we integrate over all allowable values of all variables the wave function depends 

on, must have a finite value. 

The wave function is a solution of the Schrödinger’s equation.
[10]

 

The stationary Schrödinger’s equation, i.e., equation for states with energy 

independent of time, can be written in the following form: 

 

        (3) 

 

where    is the Hamilton operator (Hamiltonian), 

  E is the energy of the system described by the wave function . 

Hamiltonian, the total system energy operator, consists of the kinetic energy 

operator    and the potential energy operator   , and thus it can be written as: 

 

         (4) 

 

Individual components of the Schrödinger’s equation can be seen as follows: 

 

    electron kinetic energy + energy of nuclear repulse - energy of the 

attraction of electrons by nuclei + energy of electron repulsion 

 

The Schrödinger’s equation has the exact solution for the system with one electron 

only. We have to use approximation while solving for systems with more electrons. 

Since atom nuclei have their mass 4 or 5 orders higher than electrons, they move on the 

average much slower. Thus we can investigate molecule properties approximately, i.e., 

we consider nuclei in zero approximation as motionless, and in higher approximations 

http://cs.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hustota_pravd%C4%9Bpodobnosti
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we can explain movement of the nuclei by the disturbance theory methods. This 

procedure is called the Born-Oppenheimer or adiabatic approximation. 

Further simplification of the Schrödinger’s equation happened thanks to work of 

physics, mathematicians and programmers on development of computer programs for 

its calculation after entering of input data that contained information about atomic 

structure of a molecule.  

By solving the Schrödinger’s equation we can conclude that several states, 

characterized by three quantum numbers (n, l, ml), correspond to one energy value. 

These states have the same main quantum number n and further differ by the quantum 

numbers l, and ml. 

We call these states degenerative, and the number of energetically equivalent states 

is called the degenerative degree. 

Quantum chemistry deals almost exclusively with stationary states of molecules. 

Finding of the wave equation  for a particle (or particle system) that moves within a 

field of external forces is much more complicated.
[3] 
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1.3. Atoms and Molecules 

Everything consists of atoms - tiny particles that are in constant movement and that are 

mutually attracted if they are farther apart, and repulsed if we push them too close 

together.
[11] 

 

Atoms can be considered basic elements of matter that determine properties of a 

given chemical element. They consist of a nucleus that contains neutrons and protons 

and from cloud with electrons. 

The atom nucleus is, as opposed to electrons, positively charged and its diameter is       

10
-15 

m, which is about 100 000 times less than diameter of the whole atom. It is very 

small and concentrates practically the whole atom mass (99.9 %). 

From the point of view of quantum mechanics atoms and molecules exist only in 

discrete quantum states with the appropriate energy - in the lowest energy state, so 

called ground state E0, or in the higher energy state Ex. 

There is absorption or emission of energy during transition between these states. 

For absorption or emission of energy in the form of electromagnetic radiation the 

following is valid 
[3]

: 

                 
   


        (5) 

 

where E' is the energy of the higher energy state, and  

 E´´ is the energy of the lower state 

 ζ is the wavenumber  

Figure 3: Illustration - everything consists of atoms 
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 c is the speed of light in vacuum,  

 Electromagnetic radiation propagates in vacuum by the speed of light c with 

the value c = 2.997 924 5810
8
 m

.
s

-1
. 

Atoms and molecules can accept and give out energy in the form of radiation in 

completely specific frequencies. 

A substance can be transferred to an excited state by several ways: adding of heat, 

by electrical charge, bombardment by accelerated particles with large energy, or by the 

electromagnetic radiation effect, or absorbing of energy quanta - photons.
[13]

  

During the change of molecule energy state electronic state can be changed, or 

there may be a change in the vibrational or rotational movement of the molecule, 

possibly a change in the spin orientation of electron or nucleus. If we disregard energy 

changes related to the spin orientation, we can decompose the total energy change into 

electron, vibrational and rotational contributions. 

 

                      (6) 

 

It is valid that: 

 

                 (7) 

 

The change in electronic state is usually accompanied by the vibrational and 

rotational changes, the change in vibrational state by a change in the rotational state.  

Occupancy of individual molecule states in a large set of molecules is described by 

the Boltzmann distribution law. A molecule can revert to the original state after 

absorption of an energy quantum by emission of radiation or by non-radiant transfer 

during collisions with other molecules. A probability of transition is further limited by 

selection rules that follow the quantum mechanics and are closely related to the 

molecule symmetry.
[3]
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Figure 4: The processes in atom or molecule 
[13]

 

1.4. Atomic Orbital 

The atomic wave function that is a solution of the Schrödinger’s equation and is 

determined by the values of the quantum numbers n, l and ml is identified as the Atomic 

Orbital (AO). This orbital designs an area that has the highest probability of a given 

electron occurrence. The quantum numbers are used to describe the electron distribution 

and the structure of the orbital.
[14]

  

http://cs.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schr%C3%B6dingerova_rovnice
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Table 1:  The illustration of quantum numbers 

QUANTUM 

NUMBERS 

SYMBOL VALUE DESCRIBE 

Principal n 1,2,3,… electron position – its 

distance from nucleus 

Orbital (azimuthal) l 0,1,2,3,…(n-1) orbital shape 

size of orbital momentum 

Magnetic orbital ml 0,+-1,+-2…+-l space orbital orientation - 

z-component 

Magnetic spin 

 

ms +-1/2 

 

projection of spin 

momentum into a certain 

direction, e.g. direction of z 

axis 
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 Orbital are marked according to the general formula: 

 

A type
B 

 

where A corresponds to the orbital energy, marked by the principal quantum 

number n. 

B is the number of electrons in an orbital, while each orbital has 2 electrons that 

differ by their spin. As opposed to hydrogen atoms (or one electron ions) the orbitals of 

multiple electron atoms with the same n and different 1 have a different energy due to 

electron repulsion.
[3]

 

Individual orbitals are usually occupied by electrons according to increasing energy 

of the orbital. Order of occupation of atom orbitals (AO) in electroneutral atoms is 

according to the increased energy: 

 

ls < 2s < 2p < 3s < 3p < 4s < 3d < 4p < 5s <…  (8) 

 

There are molecule orbitals in molecules, whose occupation by electrons 

determines the electron structure of a multiple atom particle, and consequently physical 

properties and reactive capabilities of the molecule.  

]
 Figure 5: Illustration – s orbital and energy levels 

http://cs.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energie
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The molecule orbitals are one-electron wave functions that by their square affect 

distribution of charge density in a particle. Electrons in the molecule orbitals move in 

the field of several atom nuclei. 

There are certain rules and limitations in quantum number values that are defined 

by the Pauli Exclusion Principle and the Hund's rule.
[14] 

 

 The Pauli principle: Each orbital can be occupied by maximum of two 

electrons with the opposite spin. This means that the two electrons in a 

given orbital must differ by the spin quantum number ms; for one electron is 

ms = +1/2, for the other ms = -1/2. 

 The Hund's rule: Degenerated orbitals are occupied by electrons, so the 

number of electrons with parallel spins is at its maximum (the rule of 

maximum spin multiplicity).
[3]

  

1.5. Spin 

The spin is a basic characteristic of elementary particles, composite particles 

(hadrons), and atom nuclei. The spin is the intrinsic momentum that can be interpreted 

as a consequence of momentum of the particle acting around its own axis. Similarly as 

the orbital momentum spin is quantized also. In quantum mechanics it is not possible to 

determine its three components, only its size and one of the other ones (normally we 

select its z component), whose admissible values are determined by values of the spin 

number s and the magnetic spin number ms. A size of the spin is obtained from the 

equation (9), on the left sides of the equations (9-11) analogy relationships for the 

orbital momentum of a particle are shown. 

                                
  

 
   (9) 

                 (10) 

where ml is the magnetic orbital quantum number 

ms is the magnetic spin quantum number  

With the given s the projection of spin into the axis z can have the following values:  

                                (11) 

in total then 2s + 1 values.  

A spin number s can be an integer (including zero) or half-integer.  

According to the value of spin the particles are considered as: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elementary_particle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hadrons
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_nucleus
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 Fermions - particles with a half-integer spin (most particles - electrons, protons, 

neutrons, mions, etc.)  

 Bosons - particles with the whole number spin (photons, π, K-mesons and 

others).  

The spin value determines the symmetry of system state considering rotation in 

space, i.e., the manner in which wave functions that correspond to the different values 

of angular momentum projections mutually transform themselves during turning of a 

coordinate system. 

In the quantum description of a particle with spin a wave function must not 

determine only probability of different positions of its occurrence in space, but also the 

probability of different spin orientations. The wave function then does not depend on 

three space coordinates, but also on a spin variable that gives the value of a spin 

projection to a different direction in space (the axis z is normally selected) and gains a 

limited number of discrete values.
[15]

  

 

 

Figure 6: The directional limitation of electron orbital and spin angular 

momentum vectors for l=2 and s=1/2
[14] 

http://cs.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fermion
http://cs.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boson
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1.6.  Radicals and Ions 

Currently, many definitions of radicals exist. One of the most common describes 

radicals as molecules that have one or more unpaired electrons in its valence orbital. 

However, this definition is far from exact, since then it would include many molecules 

that we do not consider radicals due to their relative reaction stability (e.g. O2, NO, and 

NO2). For this reason it is useful to expand this definition and consider reactive particles 

that have one or more unpaired electrons, and whose reactivity predeterminates them to 

a short lifetime, as radicals. Each electron (with its own spin) behaves like a small 

magnet. In radicals electron spins are not paired, therefore radicals show paramagnetic 

properties. This paramagnetic behavior of radicals is used for their identification in 

spectroscopy. Another important radical property is increased spin multiplicity of 

electronic states. So, once we summarize properties of radicals as particles, we can say 

that a radical is a reactive, paramagnetic particle that has a high multiplicity of electron 

quantum states and a spin magnetic momentum.
[16]

  

Ion is a particle (atom, molecule, molecule fragment, molecule cluster, aerosol 

particle, macroscopic object – drop of liquid - etc.) that carries one or several 

elementary electric charges with positive or negative polarity. However, there are some 

particles that belong here also (usually dielectric material powder ones, but also metal 

ones) that carry both local positive and negative charges, and, in spite of this, appear 

electrically neutral to their surroundings. 

Some radicals, called ion-radicals, also belong among ions. Ions in the air behave 

differently from ions in water solutions. Under influence of water, every substance that 

is an ion crystal in solid form (e.g. NaCl), becomes an ion. These processes do not occur 

in gases.
[17]  

Radicals and ions are created by breaking of a chemical structure of a molecule, 

mostly by pyrolysis, photolysis, or by an electric discharge.  

One of the first techniques, by which a radical was created, was based on the flash 

photolysis using pulse lamps. In 1955 Low and Ramberg produced the OH radical in 

the continuous electric discharge. Rotational spectra of radical were measured in the 

Walter Gordy laboratory for the first time, when a microwave discharge was used to 

create the SO radical.
[18][19]

 The first rotational spectrum of a molecular ion (specifically 

CO
+
 produced using an electric discharge) was measured in 1975 by Dixon and 

Woods.
[18]  
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Studies of radicals and ions are much more complicated than studies of other stable 

molecules. The reason is their problematic creation in sufficient amounts for detection. 

Their vigorous reactivity often does not allow it. We need a very sensitive method with 

high spectral resolution to efficiently study these substances. The high sensitivity 

requirement is given by short lifetimes and low concentrations of detected particles in 

comparison with high concentrations of stable molecules. The microwave, laser diode 

and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopies have suitable properties to detect these 

substances. 

1.7.  Electrical disharge and Plasma 

The plasma is considered as the fourth form of matter, the quasi-neutral form of 

electrically charged and neutral particles. 

In case of neutral gas, particles collide only during collisions that later determine a 

movement of the particle. However, plasma also has charged particles that can create 

spatial charges that lead to origination of an electric field. Due to the Coulomb's force 

the charges in plasma can influence each other over long distances. Particle movements 

then do not depend only on local conditions, but on a state of plasma at longer 

distances, therefore on a collective behavior of all present particles.
[20][21]

  

We can encounter high temperature plasma in the Universe; in laboratory 

conditions we encounter it, for example, during thermonuclear fusion. The electric 

charge low temperature plasma is one of the ways of creation of radicals and ions. It is 

excited by high voltage (by application of a high energy electric field to gas located 

between a system of electrodes).  

The following electric field types are used to produce radicals and ions for 

spectroscopy studies
[22]

: continuous (DC); low-frequency (AC); radio-frequency (RF), 

and microwave (MW) discharges. 

The electric discharge can be generated inside of a hollow cathode. The cathode 

should be in this case cooled by liquid nitrogen or by a water flow system. The 

technique of concentration modulation, sometimes also called population modulation or 

on-off modulation, is very useful during application of the hollow cathode at the same 

time. Advantage of this procedure lies in using of modulated AC (on the order of tens to 

thousand Hz) discharge, while the signal from a detector is processed using a phase 

sensitive (lock-in) amplifier that analyzes only 1f harmonic component of the signal 
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equal to the modulation frequency of the charge. This achieves a significant increase in 

signal to noise ratio. The experimental arrangement for the concentration modulation 

was described for example in the works. 
[23][24] 

The method of direct differentiation of 

charged and neutral samples in electric charges is so called speed modulation.
[25][26][27]

 

During use of this technique the electrode polarity is periodically changed inside of the 

charge cell, which influences the direction of propagation of the electrically charged 

samples. This way it is possible to differentiate ions from neutral samples and also 

recognize positively charged cations and negative anions. 

1.8.  Electromagnetic Radiation 

The electromagnetic radiation (or Maxwell's rainbow) includes a range of all 

possible frequencies of the electromagnetic waves. The electromagnetic waves consist 

of electric and magnetic components. In case of waves polarized in a plane, vectors of 

the electric field intensity (E) and magnetic induction (B) always oscillate in one plane, 

while the E and B vectors are always mutually perpendicular and, at the same time, 

perpendicular to the wave propagation. In case of unpolarized waves the mutually 

perpendicular E and B vectors can have any direction perpendicular to the wave 

propagation.
[3]

 

 

Figure 7: Electromagnetic Waves 

 

E - oscillating electric field in the xy plane, 

B - oscillating magnetic field in the xz plane;  

wave (photon) moves in the direction of the x axis.  
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The distance between two maximums of the curve, that describes oscillations of the 

electric field intensity, is the wavelength. Number of wave per second is the frequency. 

Number of waves per unit of distance in direction of the x axis is a wavenumber. 

From the point of view of quantum mechanics we can consider electromagnetic 

radiation to be both a wave, and at the same time a flow of discrete particles (photons).  

We can divide electromagnetic waves into several groups according to their 

wavelengths or frequencies:  

Radio waves are the longest used electromagnetic waves. The radio waves are 

divided to the long (approx. 150 – 500 kHz, i.e., 200-60 m), medium (approx. 500-2000 

kHz), short (approx. 2-30 MHz), and very short (30-1000 MHz) waves. 

Next in row is the microwave region that can be divided to three parts, namely 

submillimeter, millimeter, and centimeter waves. In connection with this area we talk 

about the microwave spectroscopy.  

 

Table 2: Microwave region of the electromagnetic radiation 

 Wavelength [mm] Frequency [GHz] 

Centimeter 100-10 3-30 

Millimeter 10-1 30-300 

Submillimeter 1-0.1 300-3000 

 

The infrared radiation (IR) is known as the heat radiation that is transmitted by 

each subject heated to the temperature higher than 0 deg. K. The higher is the subject 

temperature, the higher is the intensity of infrared radiation, and the radiation maximum 

moves towards shorter wave lengths. In higher temperatures (above approx. 600 °C) hot 

subjects emit also visible light.  

The visible light is a part of the electromagnetic spectrum that is visible to human 

eye. The electric component of the electromagnetic field that reacts with human retina 

causes that we can see this part of the spectrum. It extends from the wave lengths of 

approx. 750 nm (we can see it as the red light) to approx. 360 nm (violet light). 

The ultraviolet radiation (UV) follows immediately after the (violet) visible light 

towards shorter wave lengths or higher frequencies. The X-ray radiation has even 

shorter wave lengths (and higher frequencies) than UV radiation. The Gamma 

http://cs.wikipedia.org/wiki/D%C3%A9lka
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radiation is the "hardest" electromagnetic radiation with the shortest wave lengths and 

highest frequencies.
[17]

  

 

Figure 8: The electromagnetic spectrum 

Each substance has its own specific spectrum that is always at a certain, unchanged 

location from the point of view of electromagnetic radiation wavelengths. Thanks to this 

knowledge we can, based on comparison of individual measured lines and lines 

characteristic for a certain substance, uniquely identify a certain substance. 

There are two basic types of spectra: emission or absorption, depending on whether 

the substance absorbs or emits the electromagnetic radiation that is transmitted to it.  

Absorption and emission spectra of the same substance lie in the same wavelengths. 

Atomic spectra differ from the molecular ones. The atomic spectra are lines, 

opposed to this the molecular spectra contain bands that consist of many lines lying next 

to each other. These bands are caused by the vibrational and rotational molecular states.  

Each of the absorption spectrum lines reflects absorption of energy by a system of 

molecules and transition of molecule parts from a state with lower energy to the state 

with higher energy. The lines are always shaped as so called "peaks", which comes out 

of the Heisenberg uncertainty principle (the natural expansion of absorption lines): 

η ΔE ~ h  (12) 
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where  ΔE is the uncertainty of a level energy,  

 η is the lifetime of a particle in this level, 

The level uncertainty, and as a consequence, the natural width of a line is indirectly 

proportional to the particle lifetime in the original state. The Heisenberg uncertainty 

principle refers to an important fact that in the microworld the energy E cannot be 

determined exactly during a finite measurement time Δη.  

The spectral lines, however, are additionally expanded due to mutual particle 

collisions (pressure expansion of spectral bands), by influence of electric and magnetic 

fields, and due to the Doppler's effect. During the Doppler's expansion of lines 

frequencies, at which absorptions occur, move as a consequence of multidirectional 

movement of atoms and molecules. The frequency shift Δν is directly proportional to 

the speed of an atom or a molecule.
[29]

 

1.9. Spectroscopic Experiment 

The base of spectroscopic methods is monitoring of interaction of electromagnetic 

radiation with the investigated substance with the goal of utilization of observed 

phenomena for a proof of the substance presence, study of its structure, or determination 

of its concentration.
[12]

 During interactions of radiation with the investigated substance 

there is either exchange of energy between the investigated substance and radiation, or 

the substance only influences properties of passing radiation in certain way without 

exchange of energy.  

 

Figure 9: Simplified schematic of spectroscopic experiment 

A source, or the substance itself, emits radiation. The radiation passes through a 

sample that absorbs, or emits radiation (on certain frequencies only) and then this 

radiation comes to the detector that determines a change in the radiation flow and 

converts it to the electric signal. The signal intensity on the detector depends on the 

frequency of electromagnetic radiation. The graphic representation of the intensity 

dependence of the passed radiation on the frequency of electromagnetic waves is an 
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absorption, or emission, spectrum (graph) that shows dependency of transmittance T or 

another quantity (e.g. absorbance A) on a wave length, wavenumber or frequency of 

used radiation.
[3]

  

In practice we use a monochromatic (i.e., with very limited range wave lengths), or 

polychromatic radiation source, which, however, needs a dispersion system (prism, grid, 

or Michelson's interferometer) for delimitation of a monochromatic ray.  

The individual spectrometer parts can differ significantly according to the range of 

electromagnetic radiation wave lengths emitted by the source. 
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Table 3: The molecular spectra and the type of spectroscopy 
[3]

 

Used 

radiation 

Wave 

length [m] 

Studied 

phenomenon 

Processes in 

molecule 

Spectroscopy 

Radio waves 10
-1

-10
-2

 Absorption in 

magnetic field 

change of 

orientation in 

nuclear spin 

Nuclear 

magnetic 

resonance 

(NMR) 

Microwaves 10
-3

-10
-1

 Absorption in 

magnetic field 

change of 

orientation of 

electron spin 

Electron spin 

resonance (ESR) 

Absorption change of 

rotational state of 

molecule 

Microwave 

Infrared 

(IR) 

10
-6

-10
-3

 Absorption change of vibration 

and rotation state 

of molecule 

Infrared 

Visible and 

ultraviolet 

(UV) 

10
-7

-10
-6

 Absorption change of 

electronic state of 

molecule 

electron or 

electronic 

10
-9

-10
-7

 Emission after 

previous 

excitation 

change of 

electronic state of a 

molecule  

Luminescent 

10
-10

-10
-9

 Inelastic scatter change of vibration 

and rotation state 

of a molecule 

Ramanov's 

10
-12

-10
-10

 Change of 

propagation 

speed and 

absorption of 

polarized 

radiation 

change of 

polarisability of a 

molecule 

optical 

rotational 

dispersions 

(ORD) 

of circular 

dichroism (CD) 

Vacuum 

ultraviolet 

10
-9

-10
-7

 Photoemissions 

of electron 

loss of valence 

electron  

ultraviolet 

photoelectron 

(UPS) 

X-ray 10
-10

-10
-9

 Photoemissions 

of electron 

loss of internal 

electron 

X-ray 

photoelectron 

(XPS, ESCA) 

γ 10
-12

-10
-10

 Absorption change of atomic 

nucleus state 

Mössbauer's 
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1.10. Division of Spectroscopy 

Spectroscopy can be divided based on two criteria: 

1. Division according to the used experimental technique, i.e., according to the 

area of electromagnetic spectra which we measure. This division depends on 

the used radiation source in absorption spectroscopy or on the type of 

radiation emitted by the substance (e.g. microwave, sub-millimeter, infrared, 

electron spectroscopy, etc.). 

2. Division according to the type of induced process in an atom or molecule 

 Electron spectroscopy  

 Vibration spectroscopy  

 Rotational spectroscopy 

 Ionization spectroscopy 

1.11. Rotational Spectroscopy 

The rotational spectroscopy deals with the study of spectroscopic transitions 

between molecule quantum states that only differ by rotational quantum numbers (J- 

quantum number of the total angular momentum, k - quantum number of the projection 

of angular momentum into rotational axis in a fixed molecule coordinate system) 

namely by spectroscopic transitions, in which there is no change of any vibration or 

electron quantum number.  

The rotational spectroscopy is the spectroscopy mostly within ground vibrational 

and ground electronic states.  

The rotational spectroscopy is typical for the microwave part of the spectrum 

(MW).  

In order for the investigated molecule to have rotational spectrum, it must be 

sufficiently free, so the rotational movement of the whole molecule is not hindered. So, 

this is primarily spectroscopy of gases or substances that can be introduced into gaseous 

phase for at least a short while. The necessary condition for origination of rotational 

spectra is the existence of a permanent electric dipole moment in a molecule. 

Deeper analyses of the rotational spectroscopy can be found in many 

publications.
[29][30][31][32][33]
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1.12. Rotational Movement of a Molecule 

We can analyze rotational and vibration movements of molecules independently, 

based on the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. The rotational movement of a two-

atom molecule can be described the simplest by the solid rotor model. Atoms within this 

model are represented as two balls with masses m1 and m2, connected by a thin massless 

coupling with the length r (see Figure 10, r = r1+ r2). The distance between individual 

atoms (balls) and angle sizes do not change during rotation of this model. 

 

Figure 10: Rigid rotor model 

Molecule rotation is characterized by the moment of inertia and angular 

momentum. The moment of inertia of the system shown on the Figure 10 around axis 

that passes through its center of gravity T and is perpendicular to the link between the 

balls expressed by the following relationship: 

 

  
     

     
        

   (13) 

 

Where mr is the reduced mass  

The value of the rotational energy of molecules is obtained by decomposition of the 

molecule rotation to the turning of three mutually perpendicular main axes passing 

through the center of gravity. The axes are designated a, b, and c, and can be identified 

with the axes x, y, and z, according to three clockwise I
r
, II

r
, III

r
 and three anti-

clockwise representations I
l
, II

l
, III

l.
.
[34]

 The axes are selected so the moment of inertia 

of the molecule around one of them would be the highest and around one of them the 

lowest: 

Ia≤ Ib ≤ Ic  (14) 
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If a molecule has n-fold axis of symmetry that is larger or equal to two, then we 

consider it the main axis with the maximum fold. 

By solving the Schrödinger's equation for the case of rotational movement of two-

atom molecule we obtain the following relation for individual rotational energy levels: 

   
  

      
          (15) 

where J designates rotational quantum number that can only have the values  

J=0, 1, 2, … . 

Transferred to the frequency units: 

     
  

 
 

 

      
                   [Hz]   (16) 

And to the wavenumber units: 

     
  

   
 

 

        
         

         

 
 [cm

-1
]   (17) 

Based on the sizes of the appropriate moments of inertia Ia, Ib, Ic, the molecules in 

spectroscopy split into several categories. 

Table 4: Types of molecules in spectroscopy 

Model Components of inertia 

momentum 

Rotational 

constants 

Example of a 

molecule 

Linear molecules Ib = Ic, Ia = 0 B=C, A =       

Spherical Ia= Ib=Ic   A=B=C  

Symmetrically prolated Ia< Ib=Ic   A>B=C  

Symmetrically oblate Ia= Ib<Ic   A=B>C  

Asymmetrical Ia <Ib<Ic   A>B>C  

 

the A, B, C constants in the table are rotational constants, for which is valid: 
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   [J] = 

 

         
 [Hz]  (18) 

  
  

    
   [J] = 

 

         
 [Hz]  (19) 

  
  

    
   [J] = 

 

         
 [Hz]  (20) 

ħ is the reduced Planck constant. 

The rotational constants have the following relationship: 

A>B>C  (21) 

Each category is characterized by selection rules. 

1.12.1. Linear Molecules 

By solving the Schrödinger's equation for linear molecules we obtain the 

relationship for rotational level energy: 

              (22) 

For the energy difference between two rotational levels in case of the linear 

molecule it is valid that: 

           
  

      
                              (23) 

J´ describes the rotational quantum number of the top state 

J´´ describes the rotational quantum number of the bottom state 

Only transitions that meet the selection rule apply in the microwave, millimeter, 

and infrared spectra: 

              (24) 
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1.12.2. Symmetrical Rotor Type Molecules 

We can describe rotation of the symmetrical rotor type molecule using two 

quantum numbers: 

 quantum number J of the total molecule angular momentum that can 

have only integer values 0, 1, 2, 3, ... 

 quantum number k of the molecule angular momentum around its 

symmetry axis with the highest frequency. The k number can only be a 

positive or negative whole number, and for a given value of J can k have 

altogether 2J + 1 values: -J, ..., J - 1, J. Statuses with values k ≠0 are 

therefore twice degenerated. 

The energy of the symmetrical rotor does not depend on a sign of the quantum 

number k, therefore we often use the symbol K that is defined as  

K = k.  (25) 

While only the transitions that meet selection rules apply in the spectrum: 

             (26)  

Symmetrical molecules have either the prolate rotor type, or the oblate rotor type.  

Symmetrical Molecule of prolate rotor type 

By solving the Schrödinger's equation for prolate rigid rotor type we can obtain the 

following relationship for energy: 

                        (27) 

Symmetrical Molecule of oblate rotor type 

By solving the Schrödinger's equation for oblate rigid rotor type we can obtain the 

following relationship for energy: 

                        (28) 

The specified relationships for energy and its change are valid only for the rigid 

rotor models, and can be used only for slow rotations with a low value of J. With actual 

molecules the situation looks differently. There are centrifugal distortion effects during 

rotation, which change inter-nuclear distances and angle sizes among atoms. The 

rotation energy can then be determined by adding the energy that corresponds to 

centrifugal distortion to the energy of rigid rotor.  
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  (29) 

where  

    
                      

                                 
  

                                                              (30) 

where  DJ, DJk, Dk are the quartic centrifugal distortion constants 

 HJ,k, Hk,j, Hk are the sextic constants. 

These constants are much smaller than rotational ones.
[33]

 

1.12.3. Asymmetrical Rotor Type Molecules 

Rotational spectra of the asymmetric rotor molecule types are very complicated; 

there are no generally valid relationships for spectral line wavenumbers. The spectra of 

individual substances must be processed as individual cases. 

To describe asymmetry or a measure of symmetry of a molecule we use the Ray's 

asymmetry parameter  that assumes the values from +1 to -1: 

   
       

   
  (31) 

+1 for symmetrical prolate rotor 

-1 for symmetrical oblate rotor 

The wave function of asymmetrical rotor is a linear combination of wave functions 

of prolate and oblate rigid rotors. A value of energy of asymmetrical rotor rotational 

state can then be found between the energy values of prolate and oblate rotors. 

To describe this model we use the quantum numbers ka – that corresponds to the 

wave function of the prolate symmetrical rotor – and kc that corresponds to the wave 

function of the oblate symmetrical rotor. 

The selection rule for the change of quantum number J in asymmetrical rotor is:  

J = 1  (32) 

There are three types of rotational transitions for asymmetrical rotor, depending 

which component of dipole moment in the direction of main axes is not equal zero. 
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Table 5: Types of transitions in rotational spectroscopy together with selection 

rules
[54]

 

Type of transition Non-zero 

component  

ka kc Position of electric 

dipole moment 

Type a transition 

(parallel) 

μa ≠0 0, 2, 4,… 1, 3, 5, 

… 

Along axis with 

smallest inertia 

momentum 

Type b transition 

(perpendicular) 

μa ≠0 1, 3, 5, 

… 

1, 3, 5, 

… 

 

Type c transition 

 

μa ≠0 1, 3, 5, 

… 

0, 2, 4,… Along axis with largest 

inertia momentum 

 

It also must be valid that  

J = ka + kc    (33) 

or J + 1= ka + kc.   (34) 

Rotational levels are marked with the symbol JKaKc,  

where Ka=ka  (35) 

 and    Kc=kc  (36) 

In literature there is sometimes alternative labeling k–1 and k1 instead of ka and kc. 

There is centrifugal distortion of the asymmetrical rotor type during rotation of 

molecules described in Hamiltonian using the centrifugal distortion constants, just like 

with the symmetrical rotor. In order to get the rotational distortion constants out of 

measured data, we need to modify the Hamiltonian by reduction of adjustable parameter 

number. This is ensured by so called “reductions”, e.g. the A-reduction and the S-

reduction. The A-reduction is much more common than the S-reduction  

For completeness sake we need to say that constants obtained from the Hamiltonian 

in the A-reduction are generally linear combinations of the unreduced Hamiltonian 

parameters.
[34]
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1.13. Fine and Hyperfine Structures in Rotational Spectra  

The presence of an unpaired electron in a molecule is represented by the electron 

spin-rotational interaction. This interaction causes a split of rotational level, with the 

exception of N = 0, into two sublevels (the unpaired electron has two possible 

orientations), and we can observe so called fine splitting of the spectra:  

The total angular momentum is then given by the following relationship: 

J = N + S  (37) 

J = N + ½ and  J = N – ½,   (38) 

where N is angular momentum of the molecule skeleton without the spin included, 

 S is the electron spin angular momentum, 

J is the angular momentum after pairing of N and S and describes so called 

fine splitting of rotational levels. 

If there is the nucleus with non-zero nuclear spin I in a molecule that has the spin 

angular momentum equal to     ħ           (39) 

The result of pairing of nuclear spin and rotational angular momentums is the total 

angular momentum F:  

F = J + I   (40) 

where F gains the values 

F = J + I, J + I - 1, …,J – I  (41) 

The principle of hyperfine structure is pairing of the nuclear spin angular 

momentum I with the rotational angular momentum J and related electromagnetic 

interaction between the nuclear magnetic momentum, or the nuclear electric quadruple 

with magnetic and electric field that is generated by the rest of the molecule system. 

Various combinations of the mentioned interactions cause hyperfine splitting to 

sublevels that are observable by the high resolution spectroscopy techniques only. 
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Figure 11: Vector contributions of rotational (J) and nuclear (I) spin angular 

moments to the total angular momentum F
[36]

 

 

1.14. Stark and Zeeman Effects 

Splitting and shift of energy levels and, in consequence, splitting and shift of 

spectral lines, occur in rotational spectrum also due to outside electric or magnetic 

fields.  

The splitting of energy levels caused by the outside electric field is called Stark 

effect, and is caused by the reaction of a permanent electric dipole molecule momentum 

with an outside electric field applied. 

The splitting caused by an outside magnetic field reacting with the magnetic field 

of an unpaired electron is called the Zeeman effect. The Zeeman effect is used for 

identification of radical spectra. If it is not a radical than the splitting of spectrum does 

not occur, and we can immediately conclude that the investigated spectral line does not 

belong to a radical. 
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Figure 12: The testing of CH2Br radical by application of magnetic field 

1.15. Vibrational Spectroscopy 

The vibrational spectroscopy studies absorption (or emission) transitions between 

two different vibrational levels within the same electronic state.  

Energy differences that correspond to changes of vibrational levels are usually 

characteristic for the infrared region of the spectrum. 

A vibration frequency of the biatomic molecule depends on the atomic attraction 

force, i.e. on a type of chemical bond, on the type (mass) of vibrating atoms, and on 

molecular geometry.  

Vibrational of the multiple atomic molecule is a complicated form of oscillating 

movement that can be described as the sum of simple harmonic movements, so called 

normal vibrations. Position of N atoms bonded in a molecule can be described by 3N 

independent coordinates. The system can perform 3N-6 (non-linear molecule) or 3N-5 

(linear molecule) normal vibrations. A molecule then has 3N-6, or 3N-5 vibration 

degrees of freedom and the same number of normal vibrations. 

During normal vibration all atoms in a molecule vibrate with the same frequency 

and phase, but with different amplitudes. The vibrations during which the length of a 

bond changes are called valence vibrations (symmetrical or asymmetrical); if a bond 

angle changes then these are deformation vibrations. 
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We can determine a strength constant from the frequency that corresponds to the 

middle of a spectral band, and molecule moments and length of a bond from the 

distance of rotational lines. This way we can obtain data about a molecular structure 

from the fine structure of the infrared spectrum. 

Similarly, as with the rotational spectrum, the electric dipole moment of a molecule 

has critical significance for origination of the vibration spectrum: Only the vibrations, 

during which a periodic change of dipole moment occurs, will appear in the spectrum. 

Therefore we will not be able to observe the vibrational spectrum of homonuclear two-

atomic molecules.
[19] 

1.16. Molecular Vibrations 

Small vibrations of a two-atom molecule can be best described using the linear 

harmonic oscillator model, where the molecule is represented by two balls with m1 and 

m2 masses connected by a spring: 

 

Figure 13: Oscillating molecule model 

The counterforce F that is proportionate to the extension of the spring affects the 

balls during the spring extension. 

           –             (42) 

This relationship is called the Hook's law 

where r is the length of the spring during extension  

r0  corresponds to the equilibrium 

           (43) 

By solving the motion equation of a given system, we will find out that the 

harmonic oscillator oscillates with the frequency f: 

  
 

   
  

 

  
  (44) 
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The proportional constant k (strength constant) characterizes the spring rigidity or 

the strength of a bond on molecular scale. 

By solving the Schrödinger's equation of this system we will obtain discrete values 

of a vibration energy that can be gained by the harmonic oscillator: 

              
 

 
   (45) 

where  v is the vibration quantum number with the following values 

 

v = 0, 1, 2, 3  (46) 

 

This equation demonstrates that even for the lowest vibration state (v = 0) the 

energy Ev is not zero.  

The potential curve that shows the dependency of potential energy on deviation 

from the equilibrium position and allowed vibration level of the linear harmonic 

oscillator is shown on Figure 14 in red.  

The mentioned simplified description can be used for only very small molecule 

oscillations, and therefore for their lowest energy states. When the spring (bond) is 

compressed or extended during vibrational pass a certain limit, the Hook's law becomes 

invalid. The molecule then does not behave as a harmonic oscillator any more. 

 Dependency of the potential energy on internuclear distance in actual molecules is 

then better explained by the empirical relationship proposed by P. M. Morse: 

                          (47) 

De is the molecule spectroscopic dissociation energy, 

the constant a characterizes a given molecule electronic state.  

The Morse’s curve that shows the dependency of potential energy on deviation 

from equilibristic position and allowed vibration level of a two-atom molecule is shown 

on Figure 14 in green.  
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Figure 14: Potential curves 

 

For transitions between the non-harmonic oscillator levels is valid that: 

 

v = ± 1, ± 2, ±3, ...  (48) 

 

Intensity of spectral transitions decreases quickly with the increasing value of |v|. 

The spectrum indeed, beyond so called fundamental bands, has much less intensive 

upper harmonic bands (overtones), hot bands (Figure 15), and sometimes also 

combination bands. 
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Figure 15: The types of vibrational transitions 
[36]

 

By solving of the Schrödinger's equation of such system we gain a series of energy 

values that get closer to one another with increasing quantum value in: 

          
 

 
  

    

    
    

 

 
 
 

  (49) 

With the increasing number of atoms, problems related to mathematical analysis of 

vibrations also increase.  

1.17. Rotational-Vibrational Spectroscopy 

It is important to realize that vibrational spectra are observed only in liquids, where 

rotation of molecules is limited by their mutual interactions. The situation with gases is 

different. 

During absorption of medium (MIR) and near (NIR) infrared radiation by a 

molecule coincidental a change of molecule vibrational and rotational states occurs. The 

resulting molecule rotational-vibrational energy is then given by the sum of the 

vibrational energy Eυ and the rotational one Er. 

During the first approximation we can assume that the rotations and vibrations are 

mutually independent and write the following for the energy of molecule with 

neglecting of non-harmonicity and the correction for elasticity of the rotor: 

            
 

 
  

  

      
          (50) 

We can characterize each rotational-vibrational level by the quantum number v and 

the rotational quantum number J.
[37] 
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The following rules are valid for linear molecules with the permanent dipole 

moment directed along the axis of symmetry: 

ΔJ = ±1 (51) 

The following rules are valid for linear molecules with the permanent dipole 

moment directed along the axis perpendicular to the axis of symmetry: 

ΔJ = 0 ,±1  (52) 

The following rules are valid for symmetrical rotor molecule types with the 

permanent dipole moment directed along the axis of symmetry: 

ΔJ = 0 ,±1   ΔK = 0  for K ≠ 0  (53) 

ΔJ = ±1   ΔK = 0  for K = 0  (54) 

The following rules are valid for symmetrical rotor molecule types with the 

permanent dipole moment directed along the axis perpendicular to the axis of 

symmetry: 

ΔJ = 0 ,±1   ΔK = ±1  (55) 

The following selection rules are valid for asymmetrical rotor molecule types: 

ΔJ = 0 ,±1  (56) 

 

In conjunction with admissible values of J given by the selection rules, we can 

distinguish the following line bands in molecular spectra: 

 

Branch P with selection rule Δ J = -1  (57) 

Branch R with selection rule Δ J = +1 (58) 

Branch Q is the middle of the band,  

where the J = 0 is valid.   (59) 
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Figure 16: Schematic representation of the rotational vibration energy levels 

1.18. Electronic Spectroscopy 

I am going to talk about the electronic spectroscopy only shortly, since it is not a 

topic of this work. The electron spectroscopy studies the transitions between two 

different electronic levels. There is a change in molecule energy during the electron 

transitions that leads to the change of electronic state, i.e., to the change of electron 

orbitals of molecule. Differences in energy that correspond to these electron level 

changes correspond to the energy of photons of visible and so called ultraviolet areas of 

a spectrum and also to the X-ray area. 

Electron spectra are measured both in absorption, and emission arrangements. 

Energy values of molecule electron levels can in part represent a type and strength of a 

chemical bond, in part characteristics of individual atoms in a molecule. 

The energy difference between two molecular energy states is usually many times 

larger than between vibration states, and there is usually a change of the vibrational and 

rotational states during a change of the electronic state at the same time. Electronic 

spectra are provided by all molecules, since changes in the electronic distribution are 

always accompanied by the changes in its dipole moments.  

Selection rules related to the symmetry of wave functions describing upper and 

lower electronic states are applied.  
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1.19. Spectroscopic Methods Used in This Work 

 Microwave spectroscopy (MW) 

 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) 

 Optoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) 

1.19.1. Microwave spectroscopy (MMW) 

The microwave spectroscopy uses the absorption of electromagnetic radiation 

related to the change of only rotational movement of a molecule that takes place within 

one vibration state and one electronic state. 

This method is practically useful only in a gaseous phase, since in this phase 

molecules can move freely and rotate. In liquids or in solid phase the rotational 

movement is eliminated due to weak intermolecular interactions, or presence of a 

molecule grid. 

The beginnings of the microwave spectroscopy can be connected to the names of 

Cleeton and Williams 
[38]

, who performed the first spectroscopic measurement in the 

microwave area in 1933. The first microwave high resolution spectrometer with tunable 

monochromatic source of radiation was designed by Bleaney and Penrose in 1945. They 

obtained the first high resolution microwave spectrum of ammonia using this 

spectrometer. 

A classical microwave experimental arrangement consists of a radiation source, a 

cell, and a detector. Clystrons, magnetrons and carcinotrons, better known under their 

English name of 
[39]

 “backward-wave” oscillators (BWO oscillators) are used as 

radiation sources in microwave experiments.
[40] 

These sources are based on the 

interaction of an electron beam with an electromagnetic wave slowed down in suitable 

periodic structures in the form of the planar microstructures or helixes from conductive 

materials. Advantages of these sources are a relatively high input of up to 100 mW and 

a possibility of continuous frequency tuning within a wide range, on the other hand 

there are disadvantages like a high price, need of a strong magnet, high-voltage source, 

and higher instability in comparison with klystrons. The frequency instability can be 

eliminated by a phase tie to a frequency source with higher frequency stability.  

The above mentioned sources are today gradually replaced by solid-state oscillators 

that use semiconductor elements, mostly Gunn diodes, since they show much lower 
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noise, are tunable across a wide frequency range and have long lifetimes. Even here 

they need to be frequency stabilized using the phase lock loop.  

An important property of all mentioned microwave sources is generation of the 

linearly polarized radiation.  

So called bolometers and also diode crystals are mostly used as radiation detectors. 

The frequency and amplitude modulations are used to obtain better signal to noise 

ratio, and thus an increase in measurement sensitivity. It is valid that the frequency 

modulation is more sensitive than the amplitude one. On the other hand the frequency 

modulation introduces a deformation of a spectrum through the instrumental function 

and a decrease in resolution.
[2] 

 

1.19.2. Fourier - Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) 

The FTIR spectroscopy uses the Michelson interferometer, where source radiation 

passes onto semi-permeable beam splitter that lets through half of the rays toward a 

movable mirror, and reflects the other half to a fixed mirror. The rays reflect back from 

both mutually perpendicular mirrors and the partial waves are summed together or 

subtracted at the beam splitter according to the position of the movable mirror. What 

happens here is interference. Obtained signal is mathematically transformed – by the 

Fourier transform – to the infrared spectrum. The time resolved Fourier transform 

infrared spectroscopy that I have used in the experimental part is a very suitable 

technique to study dynamics of chemical processes. The basic principle of the time 

resolved Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy is switching on a pulse charge in time 

intervals defined by the position of interference maximum of the HeNe laser (100 - 200 

μs). During the time the charge is switched on and there is a signal recorded from a 

detector in a selected time interval (1 - 6 μs). From the obtained data matrix - the signal 

intensities I within given time t and trajectory difference δ - we obtain interferograms 

that correspond to the time t I(t,δ) that are separately recalculated to the spectrum 

corresponding to the certain time t S(t,ν) using the Fourier transform.
[40][42]

 FTIR 

spectrometers have high light sensitivity in comparison with the classical dispersion 

ones. The huge advantage is a high resolution that depends on the size of used optical 

trajectory difference. The resolution can be increased by a large movement of the 

mirror. The limitation of this method is the sensitivity of the infrared FT emission 

technique, as well as the considerable time required to obtain the data.
[43] 
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1.19.3. Laser Optoacoustic Detection Method (PAS) 

The laser photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) is a quantitative analysis method 

physically based on the photoacoustic phenomenon.
[44] 

 

The principle of the photoacoustic spectroscopy lies in the following phases: 

1. Excitation of a molecule to the higher energy level by absorption of 

electromagnetic radiation. 

2. Radiation less relaxation of the excited state demonstrated by increased 

temperature and pressure in a cell.  

3. Modulation of laser intensity to the acoustic frequency demonstrated by 

periodical changes of pressure and temperature – the pressure is observed as 

an acoustic signal. 

4. Detection of the acoustic signal by a sensitive microphone.
[45] [46][47]

 

The experimental arrangement generally consists of a radiation source (e.g. CO2 

laser), an optoacoustic cell, and a radiation detector. 

The molecular gas CO2 laser that operates on rotational-vibration transitions of a 

CO2 molecule serves as a radiation source, and contains three basic parts 
[48]

 

 Active laser environment, where the radiation is amplified 

 A source for excitation of the active environment 

 A resonator that creates the feedback between the radiation and active 

environment that leads to laser oscillations 

If the active environment with an inversion content of the levels is enclosed in an 

optical resonator (created by two plan-parallel mirrors), the laser radiation feedback 

enables creation of the electromagnetic oscillation generator. If light amplification in 

the active environment exceeds losses during one passage between the mirrors, the laser 

will start emitting radiation with the wave length characteristic of the given active 

environment. One of the mirrors is partially permeable in order to release the laser beam 

out of the resonator.
[47]

 

 
Three basic types of acoustic modes (see the Figure 18) can originate within 

cylindrically enclosed cell, the space, in which there is the interaction between the 

particles of the flow through gas and the laser radiation.
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Figure 17: The basic acoustic mode types 

 

Nowadays there are a lot of optoacoustic detection method modifications that 

enable analysis of gaseous and condensed substances.
[49]

 This method enables even the 

trace detection of gaseous substances in the order of concentrations of ppbV to ppmV, 

i.e., 10
-9

 to 10
-6

 of volume ratios. It is used for monitoring of atmospheric harmful 

substances, during monitoring of dangerous chemical production products, during 

detection of explosives and drugs 
[45]

. The versatility of using the OA laser detection is 

given by the possibility to tune the laser. The last but not least advantage of this method 

is also mobility of the analyzer, which does provide a possibility to perform 

measurements in laboratory, and also in certain distances from a source. 
[45][46][47]

 

The main disadvantage of this method is a comparatively high acquisition price and 

repair and maintenance of the CO2 laser.
[47]
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2. Performed Spectroscopic Studies 

The work itself has been focused on the studies of selected substances significant 

by their influence on human health, atmospheric chemistry and environment, 

phenomena taking place in Universe, and progress and study of phenomena taking place 

in a simulated environment of the discharge plasma. The following substances (NH3, 

HCN, HNC, BrCN, CH3CN, FCO2, CS+) were investigated by various spectroscopic 

methods. 

The very first analyses of the asymmetrical vibration ν4 band and the symmetrical 

ν2 band of the FCO2
·
 radical that belong among significant intermediate products of 

degradation processes of halogen hydrocarbons were performed within presented 

dissertation. The detail analysis led to the determination of the rotational constants, 

centrifugal distortion constants, and fine splitting interaction constants of both bands. 

For the first time in history we performed the spectroscopically unambiguous 

identification of the molecular radical ion CS+ using the microwave spectroscopy with 

high spectral resolution in the frequency range of 414 to 622 GHz. The complex 

analysis allowed us to exactly determine the values of rotational constant, fine splitting 

constant and hyperfine splitting constant. 

We designed and performed experiments including measurements of spectra of the 

cyan BrCN and CH3CN substances by the time resolved Fourier transform infrared 

spectroscopy. The behavior of these molecules and their disintegration products in the 

low temperature plasma environment has been studied.  

Finally we have studied the ecological impact of ammonia on the environment and 

influence of trees on the amount of ammonia in the air and assembled the optoacoustic 

cell of experimental arrangement of the laser optoacoustic detection method for 

measuring of trace amounts of ammonia and other gaseous substances.  

Each performed experiment had been preceded by the research of literature in the 

area of given problematics, or selection of a precursor suitable for generation of 

unstable compounds (spectroscopically investigated products) and the study of the 

conditions of their origination. Radicals are often extremely reactive substances, whose 

laboratory identification is often possible only through finding a suitable precursor and 
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correct experimental conditions. Finding a stable molecule, from which a given radical 

can be created in the amount sufficient for detection, is in many cases very complicated. 

Not always was a started experiment finished by finding of the sought substance, 

and different conditions of creation of investigated substance had to be selected, or the 

experiment had to be finished. Analyses of measured spectra followed the experimental 

work. Quantum numbers were found for individual lines of measured spectra by 

iterations using exclusion and comparison methods. Thus was achieved unique 

identification of the investigated molecules and obtained information about individual 

energy levels at the same time. The atomic lines in the spectra were assigned by 

comparison with the lines published in databases (e.g. www.nist.gov) and in the 

available literature.  

The situation was much more complicated in cases of some molecules, especially 

radicals in the interest area that were never investigated. So called ab initio calculations 

were performed in cooperation with quantum chemists. Input parameters for these 

prediction calculations were the characteristic chemical properties of molecules coming 

out of number of atoms, lengths of bonds, molecular symmetries, electronegativity and 

spin statistics, and approximate positions of the lines were obtained as the resulting 

information.  

2.1. Analysis of FCO2 Radical Infrared Spectrum 

In 1995 Prof. G. A. Argüello et all. at Berchische Universität in Wuppertal 

(Germany) measured several fundamental and combination bands (ν6 ~735 cm
–1

, 2ν5 

~948 cm
–1

, ν2 ~970 cm
–1

 and ν4 ~1094 cm
–1

) of the infrared spectrum of the FCO2 

radical in the spectral area of 600-1400 cm
-1

. The infrared spectrometer with the Fourier 

interferometer Bruker HR 120 was used for the measurement with the spectral 

resolution of 0.003 cm
-1

 in the order of the Doppler width. 
[50]

 

In my dissertation I have occupied myself with analyses of two vibrational bands 

obtained from this measurement. They were the ν2 symmetrical and ν4 asymmetrical 

excited vibrational bands of the ground electronic state
2

2~
BX . This is the very first study 

of these vibrationl bands of vibration-rotationally resolved structure of this radical. 
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Figure 18: The infrared spectrum of FCO2 radical obtained in the Matrix 

experiment
[50]

 

 

A thorough study of this molecule, analysis of its molecule structure and symmetry 

(necessary for determination of the wave function), and derivation of the selection rules 

applied in the spectrum preceded its infrared spectrum analysis.  

2.1.1. The FCO2 radical symmetry  

Fluoroformyloxyl is a radical that consists of four atoms: 
19

F, 
12

C, and two identical 

atoms 
16

O. Basically, this is a CO2 molecule with a fluorine atom attached to carbon 

one.
[51]

 Bond lengths and angles calculated based on chemical calculations are specified 

in the table. The molecule center of gravity lies at the connection of CF atoms, closer to 

the carbon one. The molecule contains an unpaired electron that causes the open 

valence system. 

 

Table 6: The bond lengths and angles of the FCO2 radical 
[52]

 

Samples re (CF) / pm re (CO) /pm re (XC) / pm angle (OCO) / deg 

FCO2    X
2
B2 131.02 123.44 10.18 118.8 

X is the center of gravity.  
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Figure 19: The FCO2 molecule model 

The FCO2 radical is an asymmetrical rotor with the planar structure. Because I am 

going to deal with the symmetry of this molecule in the following chapter, it should be 

correct to mention symmetry operations in short here. We perform an appropriate 

symmetry operation on the symmetry elements. 

We divide molecules into exactly defined point groups according to their 

symmetry. 

A point group is a group of symmetry elements, whose operations leave at least 

one space point unmoving. 
 

In a state of equilibrium 2

2~
BX  this radical belongs to the point group C2v, which 

means that it is symmetrical along two-fold symmetry axis, and also along two, 

mutually perpendicular, symmetry planes.  

In agreement with previous studies
[53]

 the representation I
r
 (a=z, b=x, c=y) was 

selected, so that the principal axis a, along which the permanent dipole moment lies, 

became the axis of symmetry, and also the axis of the smallest moment of inertia (Ia).  

Table 7: The elements and operations of FCO2 radical symmetry 

Symmetry element Symbol Symmetry operation 

Identity E nothing happens 

Axis C2  turn by 180°(2
.
π/2) 

Plane ζab, ζac
 

Reflection 

Center of symmetry I Reflection through the 

center of symmetry 
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Table 8: Characteristics of the point group C2v 
[54]

 

C2V E C2 σab  σac Vibration    

A1 1 1 1  1 ν1, ν2, ν3  Symmetrical 

vibration A2 1 1 -1  -1   

B1 1 -1 1  -1 ν4, ν5  Asymmetrical 

vibration B2 1 -1 -1  1  ν6  

 

Letters A and B in the table 8 signify symmetry and mean: 

A1 molecule is symmetrical according to all symmetry elements 

A2 molecule is symmetrical according to the identity and two-fold symmetry axis, 

but it is not symmetrical according to planes 

B1 molecule is symmetrical only by the identity and the plane ζab 

B2 molecule is symmetrical only by the identity and the plane ζac, so the values 

   +1 demonstrate that there was no change after the symmetry 

operation, and 

  -1 that there was a change after performing of the symmetry operation 

Nuclear spins of carbon and oxygen atoms are equal to zero (I (
12

C) = 0, I (
16

O) = 

0), which means that they are bosons. Only fluorine (
19

F) has the nuclear spin equal to 

½, which makes it so called fermion. 

 Presence of two identical bosons (interchangeable oxygen atoms) in the FCO2 

radical predetermines that the molecule wave function follows the Bose-Einstein's wave 

statistic. Based on the Pauli’s principle that says that the wave function of two identical 

bosons must be symmetrical, we can derive that the total wave function of the FCO2 

radical is symmetrical. This means that if we mutually exchange two oxygen atoms in 

this radical, the total wave function will not change the sign (Ψ→Ψ (+1)). 

In accordance with the characteristic table of the point group it corresponds to the 

total wave function of the FCO2 radical of the A1 and A2 representation. 

We can write the total wave function Ψ as the product of electron Ψel, vibration 

Ψvib, rotation Ψrot, and nuclear spin Ψns wave functions: 

 

Ψ = Ψel ∙ Ψvib ∙  Ψrot  ∙  Ψns  (60) 
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We have to analyze the individual wave functions in the next step. The wave 

function of the electronic state
2

2~
BX  has the B2 symmetry, and the wave function of the 

ground vibrational state has the A1 symmetry.  

The rotation wave function depends on the combination of even and odd values of 

quantum numbers Ka, and Kc, for which the following selection rules are valid: 

 

Ka + Kc = N or N + 1  (61) 

  

Table 9: The Ka, Kc symmetry
[55]

  

Ka Kc Representation of Ψrot  

Even number  Even number A1 Symmetrical 

 Even number  Odd number A2 

Odd number  Even number B2 Asymmetric 

 Odd number  Odd number B1 

 

The quantum numbers Ka and Kc are projections of rotational angular momentum 

into the axis z for the limit cases of prolated and oblate rotors. 

Each of these functions must be transformed according to one irreducible 

representations of the group C2v, i.e., it must have one of the A1, A2, B1, or B2 

symmetries. 

The nuclear-spin wave function is given by the sum of spins of all nuclei, and is 

completely symmetrical as well. (A1). 

Once we substitute to the equation     Ψ = Ψel  ∙ Ψvib  ∙  Ψrot ∙ Ψns   (62) 

we will obtain:  1 = (-1) ∙ 1 ∙Ψrot  ∙ 1                             (63) 

 Ψrot = -1                                              (64) 

and find out that the total wave function of the ground vibrational state is 

symmetrical only and just for the odd numbers of the quantum number Ka.  

The same way we will find out that for the first excitation vibration state is valid 

that the vibration wave function depends on the character of the vibration band. 

For ν4 asymmetrical vibration band the vibration wave function is asymmetrical, 

and therefore the total wave function of the ν4 band is symmetrical for even values of Ka 

only, and the other way round for the ν2 symmetric vibration band the vibration wave 

function and the total wave function are symmetrical only for odd values of Ka. 
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The influence of unpaired electron in a spectrum shows itself by splitting of 

electron levels to two sublines (except of N=0) by so called fine splitting. The effect of 

nuclear spin of the fluorine atom demonstrated by splitting of this two sublines to 

further two sublines - so called hyperfine splitting is much smaller that the fine splitting, 

and can be observed only through measuring techniques that enable to sensitively 

monitor very small energy changes (e.g. microwave spectroscopy); we do not observe 

this hyperfine splitting in the infrared spectrum (it is joined together).  

 

Figure 20: Example of fine and hyperfine structures from the microwave spectrum 

of FCO2 radical
 [53] 

2.1.2. Chemistry of the FCO2 radical 

The FCO2 radical occurs during the stratospheric degradation of fluorized 

hydrocarbons (HFC- hydrofluorocarbons) and hard and soft freons (CFC-

chlorofluorocarbons,  HCFC-hydrochlorofluorocarbons) 
[56][57]  

Its production is in small amounts influenced by alternate extinguishing agents with 

chemical mechanism of extinguishing that are a significant source of the fluorine 

substance emissions (e.g. CF2O), from which CFCO is created. A principle of these 

extinguishing agents is that during combustion the hydrofluorocarbons change F 

into HF and also CF2O, and thus reduce concentration of substances necessary for 
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propagation of flame (H and OH
∙
). So, this is an interesting molecule, both from the 

point of view of stratospheric chemistry, and spectroscopy and fire chemistry. 

From the physical and chemical property point of view this radical is very similar to 

the isoelectron radical NO3. This is demonstrated by similar electron absorption spectra 

and reactivity of these samples in comparison with atmospheric trace gases.
[51]

  

It differs from the molecules like XCO2, where X = Cl, Br, I, especially by a 

stronger bond in the connection of a halogen element with Carbon. As opposed to 

chlorine, bromine and iodine that are bonded with Carbon by the weak van der Waals 

bonds there is a covalent bond between fluorine and Carbon in the FCO2 radical with 

the dissociative energy of 11.5 kcalmol
-1 

Thanks to this difference the FCO2 radical belongs among "longer living radicals" 

with the lifetime of 3 s at the temperature of 296 K and the atmospheric pressure.
[53]

 

With lower temperatures and pressures in stratosphere its lifetime is probably much 

longer; and it can participate in many chemical reactions.  

The following reactions of this radical in atmosphere are most significant 
[57]

:  

FCO2
•
 + NO → FNO + CO2  (65) 

 FCO2
•
 + NO2 → FNO2 + CO2  (66) 

 

Further atmospheric reactions are: 

 

FCO2
•
 + HO2

•
 → HF + CO2 + O2 (67) 

 FCO2
•
 + FCO

•
 → CF2O + CO2  (68) 

FCO2
•
 + F

•
 → FCO2F  (69) 
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Figure 21: Degradation of HCFC and HFC and theoretically possible intermediate 

products 
[35] 

 

It was found that this radical does not practically cause ozone loss. 
[52][57][35]

 

2.1.3. Previous studies related to this work 

Recent interest on the fluorocarboxyl radical, FCO2, is motivated because it is 

assumed to participate in atmospheric processes such as the degradation of 

hydrofluorocarbons that have been considered as chlorofluorocarbon substitutes.
[56][68]

 

However there still exists rather little information on the spectroscopic properties of the 

FCO2 radical.  

J. S. Francisco et al. led the first theoretical considerations that predicted existence 

of this fluoroformyloxyl radical FCO2 in 1988.
[59][60]

 Maricq et al. first observed the 

highly structured absorption in the visible area in 1993, and the transition X
2
B2→ B

2
A1 

of the radical was assigned.
[57]

 Argüello et al. performed the Matrix experiment in the 

the visible spectrum and the IR spectrum of natural FCO2, FC
18

O2 and F
13

CO2 isolated 

in noble gas matrices was reported
[50]

. In this study the free FCO2 radical was prepared 

by vacuum flash pyrolysis of bis(fluoroformy1) peroxide, FC(O)OOC(O)F, diluted in 

N2, Ar, or Ne and, the six fundamental vibrational states for FCO2 in the ground X
2
B2 

electronic state were assigned. For FCO2 isolated in Ne the 1, 2 and 3 modes are at 

1475, 960, and 519 cm
-1

 (A1 symmetry), 4 and 5 at 1098 and 474 cm
-1

 (B1 symmetry), 

and 6 at 735 cm
-1

 (B2 symmetry).   
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Zelinger et al. performed first gas-phase detection of the FCO2 radical by 

millimeter wave in the spectral region of 240-380 GHz[52] and 210-245 GHz.
[61]

and 

high resolution infrared spectroscopy was performed guided by ab initio calculations. In 

this way the observed infrared bands 1 (1478 cm
-1

), 2 (970 cm
-1

) and 4 (1094 cm
-1

) 

were identified.  

 

Figure 22: Investigated spectral range of FCO2 radical in Lille and Prague 
[61]

 

 

The rotation constants, quartic centrifugal distortion constants, and fine and 

hyperfine splitting constants of the ground vibrational state were determined. 

No rotational- vibration band spectra were analyzed till now. This work presents 

the very first analysis of vibration bands v4 = 1 and v2 = 1 of the FCO2 radical infrared 

spectrum measured by FTIR. 

 

2.1.4. Description of the Investigated Bands 

 

Below are depicted the investigated vibration bands of the infrared spectrum, 

schematics of the FCO2 radical vibration bands, and descriptions of the individual 

bands. 
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The ν4 asymmetrical vibration bands measured in the 1040 – 1130 cm
-1

 

spectral region

 

Figure 23: A  overview of the ν4 band spectrum obtained by FTIR spectroscopy 

 

Figure 24: Schematic of ν4 vibration band 

Band Description
 

- Asymmetrical fundamental 

- CO stretched                  band 

- b type, perpendicular  

 

The change of electric dipole moment during vibration occurs along the main axis b. 
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The ν2 symmetrical vibration band measured in the 600–1400 cm
-1

 

spectral region 

 

Figure 25: The overview of the 2 band spectrum obtained by FTIR spectroscopy 

 

Figure 26: Schematic of ν2 vibration band 

 

Band Description 

- Symmetrical fundamental 

- CF stretched              band 

 - a type, parallel 

 

The change of electric dipole moment during vibration occurs along the main axis 

a. 
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2.1.5. Partial Results and Discussion 

 

This work presents the very first analysis of vibration bands v4 = 1 and v2 = 1 of the 

FCO2 radical infrared spectrum. Its rotational-vibrational spectrum was difficult to 

interpret spectroscopically, because this is the very first study of rotationally resolved 

structure of vibrational bands of this asymmetrical rotor type radical. As it came up 

during the solution this spectrum exhibits very complex character.  

The table 10 has very short descriptions of the individual investigated bands, band 

centers, selection rules, and Hamiltonian models used for fitting. This information is 

located in table 10 columns for comparison of the two bands. 
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Table 10: Characterisations of investigated bands 

 The ν4 band of electronic state 

2

2~
BX  

The ν2 band of electronic state 

2

2~
BX  

-  Lines P and R were grouped into clusters 

-  Distance between two individual clusters corresponds to the value of 2C 

-  Individual line distances of clusters are equal to 2N-Kc 

Band 

Description 

- unperturbed band 

- in IR spectrum, separated from 

other bands  

- creates very dense spectrum 

- P and R medium intensity 

branches dominate the spectrum 

- Q branch smoothly flows into 

P and R branches 

- regular cluster transitions 

- each line is created by a double 

caused by spin-rotational 

interaction (fine splitting) 

- assigned almost all spectral 

lines 

- From N≥40 strongly influenced 

by energy levels 2ν5 of the dark 

overtone 

- connected with 2ν5 band by 

Fermi-resonance 

- P and R branches have strongest 

lines that contain low Ka values, 

but lines overlap significantly  

- Q branch is overloaded by lines - 

where the strongest lines have Ka=J 

and very low Kc 

- fine splitting was observed only in 

the weak lines (low Ka or Kc) of P 

and R branches and Q (high Ka) - 

some lines were impossible to 

assign - they probably belong to hot 

bands - ν5 and ν3 

Band center 1094 cm
-1

  970 cm
-1

 

Selection 

rules 

Only even Ka 

Ka +Kc = N or N + 1 ΔN = + / - 

1 

 

Only odd Ka 

Ka +Kc = N or N + 1 ΔN = + / - 1 
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Used 

Hamiltonian 

The lines were fitted using 

Hamiltonian
 
that consisted of the 

Watson',rotational 

Hamiltonian.
[63][64]

The A reduction 

was selected that included the 

quartic centrifugal distortion 

parameters and the spin-rotational 

Hamiltonian
[63][65] 

that contained 

the spin-rotational centrifugal 

distortion parameters. 

 

The lines were fitted using 

Hamiltonian that consisted of  

the Watson's rotational 

Hamiltonian 
[66] 

(the A reduction 

was selected), the spin-rotational 

Hamiltonian, and part that 

included the Fermi resonance. 

[67][68]
 

 

Based on theoretical knowledge of molecular geometry of the FCO2 radical in 

equilibrium state (equilibrium structure), a spectral prediction was made, and individual 

lines were gradually assigned quantum numbers N, Ka, Kc, and J. With the number of 

correctly assigned lines the predicted spectrum, that gained the shape of the 

experimentally obtained spectrum, improved. 

This analysis has been carried out by using the ground state combination 

differences (GSCD) from the IR, together with the microwave transitions from the 

previous measurement, and led to obtaining of a first complete set of excited vibration 

molecular parameters for determination of rotational and centrifugal distortion constants 

and then fine and hyperfine constants, i.e., the parameters that provide information 

about molecular geometry and dynamics - behavior of a molecule during the vibration 

movement in selected vibration modes of this atmospherically significant molecule.
[50] 

The GSCD method is suitable for estimate of ground state parameters in case that 

the upper state has been determined (by data from IR measurement) and for verification 

of line assignment of the upper energy state levels in the IR spectrum, if parameters of 

the ground state are very exactly defined (e.g. from MW). 
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Figure 27: GSCD method principle 

 

The analysis then consisted from several parts that could be summarized to four steps. 

1. Preliminary spectrum simulation using the ground vibration state constants 

from the previous study for the upper and lower energy levels 

2. Assignment of first weak, but well isolated, lines 

 

Figure 28: The first simulation vs. the final simulation 

3. In case of the ν4 band (in the vibration state v4
 
= 1) the first rough analysis of 

P- and R- branches enabled us to estimate the rotational constant C and also 

the middle of the ν0 band. By the consequent analysis of transitions in the 

weak Q - branch near the middle band, where the spectrum is not so dense, it 

was possible to estimate rotational constants A and B, and the spin-rotational 

constants εaa and εbb. 

In case of the ν2 band (in the vibration state v2
 
= 1) the situation was much 

more complicated, since the Q branch of spectrum was strongly saturated by 

lines and, at the same time, the vibration band of the second vibration state 
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ν5=2 was affecting the spectrum. The lines of middle and low values of N, and 

Ka were assigned first and the C constant of the band center was determined. 

4. The fitting iterations leading to optimization of the spectroscopic constants, 

assignment of other lines based on the predictions of positions and intensities, 

and at the same time to the improvement in spectrum prediction, continued. 

The iterations continued long enough to sufficiently assign the spectrum.  

The CALPGM fitting program was used for the ν4 band analysis 
[69]

. Mrs. 

Agnes Perrin developed a program used for analysis of the ν2 band.  

5. Molecule constants of the vibration states v4
 
= 1 and v2

 
= 1 of the FCO2 

radical, and the first excited vibration states of this radical in the ground 

electronic state 
2

2~
BX were determined.  

The results of this analysis are more than satisfactory, as can be seen from the size 

of the main deviation specified in the lower part of the table 11.  

Future interpretation of these constants will lead to closer understanding of 

geometry of the FCO2 radical both in base, and excited states, and thus to understanding 

of its reaction mechanism. 

2.1.6. Partial Conclusion  

For the case of the ν4 asymmetrical vibration band  

Quantum numbers with N values up to 56 and Ka up to 38 were assigned to 3300 

rotational-vibration lines. The exact value of the band center was determined at 

1094.142207cm
-1

. Fifteen parameters that allowed us to make an exact prediction of all 

spectrum lines were determined exactly. The three components of the electron–spin 

rotation tensor ε in the principal inertial axis system have also been accurately 

determined together with three parameters describing their centrifugal distortion 

correction. The most remarkable observed variation is that the spin–rotation interaction 

term εaa magnitude increases by 114 %, when the ν4 vibration is excited, while the A 

rotational constant decreases slightly. 

It can be assumed strong influence of the Jahn-Teller effect from large difference of 

the centrifugal distortion parameters between the first vibration and the ground state 

from a position of this vibration in low spectral frequencies in comparison with other 

vibrations 
[57]

. This effect is caused by interaction of the ground electron band and the 
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near electron band 
1

2~
AB  (1.630 eV) with different symmetry than the one of the ground 

electron band during asymmetrical vibration ν4, and both electronic states 
2
B2 and 

2
A1 

correlate with A representation.  

In other words during the stretch of vibration around the b2 axis there is a change of 

the molecule symmetry that already falls into the A representation of the Cs point group, 

which means that it is no longer symmetrical according to the symmetry axis, does not 

behave as a rigid rotor, but according to the mirroring plane, and it is not possible to 

exactly identify which plane it is.  

The vibronic interaction can lead to stabilization of the lower symmetry nuclear 

arrangement and destabilization of the higher energy one.
[70][71]

  

 

For the case of the ν2 symmetrical band 

The very first analysis of the ν2 symmetrical vibration band of the ground electronic 

state of the FCO2 radical was performed. 

The quantum numbers N up to 55 and Ka up to 39 were assigned to 2377 lines.The 

exact center of this band was determined to be at 970.208 cm
−1

. The ν5 band of the 

second excited vibration band (overtone) falls into the ν2 band. Coupling of the energy 

levels 5
2
 and 2

1
 expresses itself more significantly at higher values of N (N> 40). These 

two bands are connected by so called Fermi-resonance. At this moment it is very hard to 

perform the exact analysis of the resonant 5
2
 band and calculate rotational constants, 

since there is no high definition study of this band.
[68]
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Table 11: Band origin, rotational and quartic centrifugal distortion constants (in 

cm
-1

, except otherwise stated) for the ground vibrational and the v4 = 1, and v2 = 1 

states of FCO2 in 2

2~
BX  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The values in parentheses apply to the last digit and denotes uncertainty 1 ζ.  

From the table 11 it is apparent that the spin-rotational constants of the ν2 band (2
1
) 

are close to the spin-rotational parameters of the ground vibration state, and therefore 

fine splitting is observable only for weak transitions of the medium Ka and Kc values in 

the P and R branches. 

Not all lines of the ν2 symmetrical band spectrum were possible to assign. It is 

assumed that these lines belong to hot bands. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 v4 = 1 (4
1
) ν2 = 1 (2

1
)[68] ν = 0 (0)

[61]
 

ν0   1094.142207(61) 970.20822(18)  

A 0.45332718 (40)   0.45791846(250) 0.45872495  

B 0.37798015 (43)    0.37618883(100) 0.37727169  

C 0.20596570 (14)   0.206146680(570) 0.20656953  

ΔK  0.65448 (69) 10
–6

 4.2771(620)10
–7

 0.519047   

ΔNK  -0.15605 (83)10
–6

 97.94(450)10
–9

  -0.0102414     

ΔN 0.25952(22) 10
–6

 2.08360(400)10
–7

 0.260936    

δK   0.32457 (22) 10
–6

 3.8698(190)10
–7

  0.359001    

δN   0.11967 (12) 10
–6

 0.81826(300)10
–7

    0.112719     

HK  5.671(770)10
–11

         

HKN  -6.862(990)x10
-11

  

hK  -3.972(500)x10
-11

  

10³ × ζ(fit) 0.50 1.7  
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Table 12: The. fine splitting constants, nuclear spin-rotation constants of the FCO2 

radical [cm
-1

]
  

 

 v4 = 1 v2 = 1[68] ν = 0 (0)
[61]

 

aa -0.0059635 (160)  -2.7732(160)E-03 -0.0027788 

bb -0.0284978 (90)   -2.73083(150)E-02 -0.0265043 

cc -0.0015825 (76)  -1.39817(670)E-03 -0.0014735 

10
6
 × 

S
N 0.1328(36) # 0.135221 

10
6
 × 

S
KN 

 -0.519(25) # -0.662860 

10
6
 × 

S
K 0.427(56) # 0.509272 

 

The values in parentheses apply to the last digit and denotes uncertainty 1 ζ. 

2.2. The first high definition spectroscopic study of the rotational 

spectrum of CS
+
 cation radical 

 

 

 

Figure 29: Orion Molecular Cloud Complex – possible occurrence of CS
·+

 
[72]

  

 

http://apod.gsfc.nasa.gov/apod/ap070125.html
http://apod.gsfc.nasa.gov/apod/ap060417.html
http://apod.gsfc.nasa.gov/apod/ap090224.html
http://apod.gsfc.nasa.gov/apod/ap050420.html
http://apod.gsfc.nasa.gov/apod/image/0909/oriondeep_andreo_big.jpg
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The rotational spectrum of CS
·+

 radical cation in its ground electronic state X
2
Σ

+
 

was measured for the first time in history in a flowing positive column discharge in a 

CS2 /Ar mixture partially cooled with a limited flow of liquid nitrogen.
[73] 

 

The CS
·+

 cation radical is a molecule that interests many astrophysics and 

spectroscopic scientists. It is mainly because although its existence in Universe has been 

predicted, and its reaction mechanisms leading to its origination proposed, it was not 

found in the Universe yet. Beyond other things a low value of ionization potential of 

CS
[74]

 suggests its existence, and also the fact that a CS molecule with similar structure, 

and a CO
+ 

molecule with similar reaction mechanisms were found in the Universe 

already. The CS molecule was discovered in several astrophysical environments like 

dense clouds, star forming regions
[75][76][77][78]

 diffuse clouds
[79]

, circumstellar 

envelopes
[80]

, shocked molecular gas associated with the supernova remnant IC 443
[81]

, 

Carbon rich stars
[82]

,
 
and comets

[83][84]
. The CO

+
 molecule is found in different photo-

dissociation regions of the Universe (NGC 7027 and M17 SW
[85][86][87]

; Orion bar
[86][87]

; 

NGC 7023
[87][88]

; Mon R2 and G29.960–02
[89]

; S140 and NGC 2023
[90]

, including 

towards the original star-explosion galaxy M82
[91]

). The CO
+
 was also experimentally 

recognized in the X-ray area towards nuclei of the Cygnus galaxy 
[92]

,
 
and its creation in 

M82 was thus ascribed to X-ray radiation
[93]

. 

Although spectra of the CS
·+

 radical were measured by vibration and electron 

spectroscopy in the past, the obtained data did not allow detailed description of the 

molecule. Thus the detection of the CS
·+

 radical cation was not possible, primarily 

because the absence of high resolution experimental data measured in laboratories. Also 

relatively small dipole moment made detection of this radical in the Universe harder. 

Only the experiment performed by us at the prestigious (Laboratoire de Physique 

des Lasers, Atomes et Molécules, PhLAM), Université Lille 1 in France helped to 

obtain the first rotational spectra of this radical in the microwave area that enabled us to 

describe structure of this molecule in detail.
[73]

 

2.2.1. Structure of the CS
+ 

Molecule 

The CS
+

 radical cation is a molecule consisting of two atoms: Carbon C
12

 and 

Sulfur S
32

. There is a polar covalent bond between the atoms. Sulfur carries positive 

charge. 
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The distance between atoms of C
12

 and S
32

 is 33.68 pm in the ground vibration 

state. The molecule center of mass lies in the distance 24.5 pm from the Carbon atom.  

 

 

Figure 30: Model of the CS
˙+

 cation radical 

 

The CS
+ 

cation radical belongs among linear molecules with values of one inertia 

momentum that is negligible during rotation of the molecule around its axis (Ia< <Ib= 

Ic). 

The permanent dipole moment calculated from initial quantum chemistry 

calculation is 0.509 Debey.
[94]

  

 

2.2.2. Reaction Mechanisms 

Many scientists studied reaction mechanisms of CS
·+

 origination.
[95][96]

 Several 

schemes of this radical origin in the interstellar space were proposed. 

The cation radical CS
·+

 can originate in clouds with low and medium density, 

according to the following scheme 
[96]

: 

SH+C
+
→ CS

·+
+H  (70) 

 

This radical can be created in molecular clouds of low and medium density by the 

following exothermic reactions: 

C2+S
+
→ CS

·+
+C (71) 

 

CH+S
+
→ CS

·+
+H (72) 

CH
+
+S→ CS

·+
+H (73) 

In dense interstellar clouds, where the cosmic ray radiation is prevalent, CS
·+

 can be 

synthesized by exothermic charge-transfer reaction of interstellar CS with H
+
: 
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CS+He
+
→ CS

·+
+He (74) 

Then it can be created by reaction of ions with molecules that contain sulfur in 

dense clouds: 

C
+
+OCS

+
→ CS

·+
+CO (75) 

C
+
+SN→ CS

·+
+N (76) 

At the edges of dense clouds, where carbon exists mainly in the ionized form
[96]

, it 

can be created by the following reaction: 

C
+
 a S→ CS

·+
 (77) 

The radical can also react with H2, the main collision partner in the Universe, 

during creation of HCS
+
 and H.

[97]
 On the contrary it can be destroyed by radiationless 

dissociative electron recombination: 

CS
·+

+e
-
→C+S (78) 

 Drdla et al
[79]

  also suggested that CS
·+

 can create CS in diffuse clouds. 

It is likely that CS
·+

 can occur in comets. 
[84] [97]

 

Extensive creation and destruction reactions of the CS
·+

 cation, including speed 

constants and reaction types are located in the UMIST database
[98]

 (www.udfa.net). 

Similar reaction mechanisms as CS
·+

 have been displayed by the CO
+
 ion found in 

the Universe in various photo-dissociative regions: 

CS
·+

 +H2→ HCS
+
 (79)

 

CO
+
+H2→ HCO

+
 (80)

 

CS
·+

, as well as CO
+
, can be present in environments, where its creation is fast and 

hydrogen is in the H II ionized form. 

2.2.3. Previous Studies Related to Our Work  

In 1971 the carbon monosulfide (CS) was recognized in the interstellar space.
[99]

 In 

1976 the Coxon et all first measured the CS
·+

 A
2
Πi – X

2
Σ

+
 system in a laboratory.

[100] 

CS
·+

 was produced by reaction of metastable He with CS2. Rotational analysis of 

observed CS
·+

 electronic spectra revealed that some vibrational transitions of the A
2
Πi 

state, especially of ν' = 1, 5, and 6 levels, are strongly perturbed by high vibrational 

levels of the X
2
Σ

+
 state.  

Rotationally resolved emission spectrum was recorded in 1978 and the 

depertubation analysis of the (2.0), (3.0), (4.0), and (5.0) bands was performed.
 [101]

 CS
·+

 

ion was created from CS2 by low-pressure hot cathode discharge. Later was this system 
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re-evaluated using Fourier transform emission spectroscopy between 5800 and 14000 cm
-

1
.
[95]

 Production was again with metastable He and CS2.  

In 1981 were proposed mechanisms of creation of CS
·+

.
[96] 

Sulfur compounds like 

HCS
+
 were observed in the interstellar space in the same year.

[102]
  

There were unsuccessful attempts to identify the electron spectrum of CS
·+

 in the 

interstellar medium in 1986.
[103]

 One year later the sulfur compounds C2S
[104]

 and 

C3S
[105][106]

 were observed in the interstellar medium. In 1993 were observed sulfur 

compounds like C5S
[106]

 there. In 1994 Cossart et al has also recorded the B
2
Σ

+
-X

2
Σ

+
 

system in the UV area from 230 to 330 nm.
[107]

  

The absorption near-infrared spectrum band (1,0) of CS
·+

 was measured in 2000 

using velocity modulation laser spectroscopy.
[108] 

The CS
·+

 cation was produced by 

application of a.c. discharge to the flowing mixture of CS2 and helium. This was 

followed by another measure of the (5,0) band, a new measure of the (6,0) band, a new 

analysis and a new set of equilibrium constants for both the X and A states.
[109]

 The 

band (7.1) was measured a year later.
[110]

  

2.2.4. Partial Results and Discussion 

The dissertation consists of the experimental part (research, optimization of 

experimental arrangement, selection of suitable precursor, prediction of spectrum and 

measurements), the analysis of a part of measured data, and the determination of 

molecule constants. 

Spectrum Prediction 

 In order to find the approximate area of electromagnetic spectrum, where we 

should seek the radical lines, we first performed a spectral prediction using the 

constants obtained from the previous work by Liu et al in the near infrared.
[109]

 

We have substituted the constants B0, D0, γ0 from Liu's measurements 
[109]

 to the 

equation for calculation of rotational energy, and thus obtained approximate 

frequency values, where lines of this cation for searched transitions could lay. 

 

J+1←J= 2 B0 (J+1)-4D0(J+1)30 (81) 

 

  These predictions were necessary, since there were no experimentally obtained 

microwave spectra, and no knowledge, as to where these radical lines could be. 
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The prediction was necessary also due to low signal to noise ratio, and due to 

critical conditions of creation of the CS
·+

 cation.  

Experimental Work 

The measurement system consisted of a tunable microwave source, an absorption 

cell with flow through regime, and a detector. We obtained the microwave radiation 

using two BWO oscillators (Thomson C.S.F and Istok company Russia) that emitted 

radiation from 414 to 622 GHz.  

Two-meter, double jacket, Pyrex cell with the inner diameter of 5 cm was inserted into a 

copper solenoid that was used to create the magnetic field for identification of the 

radical. The precursor was the CS2 liquid (vapor pressure: 296 Torr at 20 °C) that was 

placed in a flowing positive column discharge in the mixture with Argon. Restricted 

flow of liquid oxygen was flowing through the cell jacket to cool the plasma.  

Temperature was increased or lowered in order to obtain optimum lines by reducing 

amount of liquid Nitrogen; however, the used experimental arrangement did not enable 

precise temperature control. CS
·+

 lines were not observed at the room temperature. If 

the cell was cooled more than necessary, the lines became smaller and disappeared. 

Helium cooled InSb bolometer (Q.M.C. Instruments) was used a detector. Based on 

experience from the previous measurement 
[108]

, we applied the electric discharge of the 

size 140-200 mA. The optimum discharge current was 200 mA, and the partial 

pressures of the Ar and CS2 mixture (measured at the room temperature) that gave the 

best signal to noise ratio, were 6 and 2 mTorr. We increased sensitivity using the 42 

kHz frequency modulation, with the following lock-in detection in 2f modulation 

frequency, therefore resulting line shapes had a form of second derivation. 

The measurement error was estimated to be less than 50 kHz. 

Since this was the very first microwave laboratory experiment we encountered 

many problems: 

- Since we assumed a short cation lifetime, we had to select such conditions of its 

production that would let us create enough of it for detection in the cell. These 

conditions differed from the conditions in previous experiments of electronic and 

vibration spectroscopy.  For example, the total pressure in the cell should be lower, in 

order to prevent excessive expansion of lines in the submillimeter-wave area, and 

differentiate components of fine splitting. Electronic and vibration spectroscopy often 

uses helium as a carrying gas to create ions in its discharges. From the previous 
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experimental work performed at the PhLAM laboratories was clear that Argon is more 

suitable as a carrying gas for creation of ions.
[111]

 The CS2 precursor is a liquid with 

melting temperature of -111°C at the atmospheric pressure. For this reason we could not 

use the cell cooling to the liquid Nitrogen temperature (-196 °C) that would freeze the 

sample 
[112]

 to increase a signal of ion created from gas, which is a normal procedure. 

 

- The dipole moment, on whose intensity the absorption spectrum line intensity 

depends, calculated using the ab initio calculations in the ground vibration state is low 

(0.509 Debye
 [93]

).For this reason we had to be careful during spectrum investigation in 

order not to overlook sought lines. 

- In addition the magnetically-enlarged negative glow discharges, used to enhance 

positive ion concentration 
[113]

, cannot be used for CS
·+

 since it is an open-shell. 

 

Figure 31: The microwave experiment arrangement 

 

Progress of Measurement  

 Based on the spectrum prediction made using results from previous work. 
[109]

, it 

was first sought two strongest lines of fine structure (J=91/2← 81/2 a J = 81/2 

← 71/2) of the transition N = 9 ← 8. We identified both transitions (around 466 

GHz) near the predicted area.  

 The frequency interval 597.7 MHz between transitions exactly corresponds to 

the fine splitting constant γ0 (597.696 ±0.420). 
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 Then we measured two strongest transition lines N= 8← 7 around 414 GHz that 

we added to iteration and performed new, more exact, transition predictions 

(±400 kilohertz) from 518 – 622 GHz. 

  According to this, five new lines were identified within ±200 kHz of prediction 

ranges.  

 Altogether we measured 9 transitions in the area of 414 – 622 GHz 

corresponding to N from 7 to 11. 

 

Figure 32: Recordi g of the N, J =9, 9 1/2←8, 8 1/2 rotational transition of CS˙
+
 in 

the ground electronic state X
2
Σ

+[73] 

 

 Due to weak signal to noise ratio each line was measured three times and 

experimental uncertainty was derived from the capability to reproduce measurement. 

 The uncertainty also corresponds to similar measurements with comparable signal 

to noise ratio. 

We are certain that we found the sought cation radical CS˙
+
 for several reasons: 

 Observed lines do not correspond to any frequencies of molecules that could 

originate, according to our judgment, in the cell (CS, C2S, C3S, SO, and 

SO2). 

 The first two lines were found exactly in predicted locations, and no other 

lines were found in surroundings of 20MGhz. All pairs of fine splitting lines 
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with the same J had correct fine splitting and similar intensities.  

 All nine newly measured lines corresponded to infrared results that give 

similar constants for this cation. 

 The cell was equipped by inductor with multiple windings to generate axial 

magnetic field (typically 100 Gauss) in the discharged plasma in order to 

differentiate paramagnetic and non-paramagnetic absorption lines. 

 All lines judged to belong to the CS˙
+
 were paramagnetic. 

 

Evaluation of Measured Data, Analysis, Determination of Molecule Constants 

 

Each rotational level of CS
·+

 (beyond N= 0) is divided to two sublevels (N+1/2 and 

N-1/2), caused by the presence of an unpaired electron. Three lines correspond to each 

rotational level. Two of them correspond to transitions: J=N=1, and one transition 

line J=0 (weaker by two orders in our frequency range). 

The analysis was carried out by using the ground state combination differences 

from the submillimeter-wave spectrum together with the infrared transitions from 

previous measurement
[109]

,and enabled exact determination of rotational, fine and 

hyperfine splitting constants of this cation.  

The CALPGM fitting program was used for analysis.
[69] 

 

The standard deviation was 50 kilohertz.  

The exact values of constants are as follows: 

 

Rotational constant     B0 = 25908.8650 (41) MHz 

Centrifugal-stretch constant    D0 = 41.344 (18) kHz 

Rotational–vibration interactive constant  g0 = 597.629 (41) MHz 

Standard deviation:     50kHz 
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Table 13: Molecular constants of the ground X
2 + 

state o CS
∙+

 

Constants [MHz] Horani & 

Vervloet
[95]

 

 Liu et al.
[109]

 Our work
[73]

 

B0 25908.99(34)  25908.57(22)   25908.8560(41) 

103×D0 41.07(30) 40.94(17) 41.344(18) 

γ0 596.89(90) 597.70(42) 597.629(41) 

 

The values in parentheses apply to the last digit and denotes uncertainty 1 ζ. 

Values of the molecule constant B0 and the centrifugal constant D0, obtained from 

analysis, are similar to values from previous measurements, although, concerning the 

measurement error, this can be an accident. 

Value of the spin-rotational constant γ0 is not too different from the value 

determined by Liu et al. (2002). 

Fit was done using submillimeter transitions only as well, and the molecule 

constants were almost identical. 

Obtained parameters were used for determination of predictions of exact frequency 

transitions significant from the point of view of astrophysics all the way up to the THz 

region (quotations from our article are available on request from authors 

[adam.walters@cesr.fr]). 

2.2.5. Partial Conclusion 

Historically for the first time the rotational spectrum of CS
·+

 cation was measured 

in the frequency range 414 to 622 GHz. Complete analysis using the data measured in 

the past as well as new data enabled exact determination of rotational constant, fine 

splitting constant, and hyperfine splitting constant values.  

Exact predictions of this radical spectrum all the way to the THz area can be made 

from the results obtained thanks to our measurement and consequent analysis for a 

series of earth millimeter and submillimeter telescopes, as well as in the high resolved 

range HIFI instruments (Heterodyne Instrument for remote-infrared area) of the 

Herschel space laboratory that was brought to space in 2009, and will monitor remote 

cool space objects, especially dust and nebulae, from which stars and planets are born, 

for the next three years.  
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Its search will also be enabled due to finish of building of the international 

interferometer ALMA (Atacama Large Millimeter Array) that will be represented by the 

most sensitive network of 50 radio telescopes in the world in the Atacama desert in 

2012. This device will serve for search of extrasolar planets, during studies of star and 

galaxy origins, and for detection of rotational and vibration spectra of interstellar gas 

molecules. 

2.3. Study of Decomposition of Toxic Substances Acetonitrile 

(CH3CN) and Cyanogen Bromide (BrCN) 

2.3.1. Introduction 

This part of my dissertation dissertation is focused to the study of decomposition of 

the toxic substances Acetonitrile (CH3CN) and Cyanogen Bromide (BrCN), kinetics and 

mechanics of creation of their decomposition products in extreme conditions simulated 

in the discharge plasma environment.
 

First I would like to introduce these two 

investigated substances. 

Acetonitrile belongs to toxins for human organism that damage the central nervous 

system.
[2][114]

 It irritates mucous membranes during inhalation. Long-term inhalation 

leads to metabolically produced cyanide poisoning.  

 

Figure 33: Acetonitrile molecule 

It gets into atmosphere primarily during the process of coal gasification 
[115],

 due to 

processes in rubber industry, from automobile exhalations 
[116]

, during burning of 

biomass
[117][118] 

, and from waste waters
[119]

.  

The average concentration of CH3CN in troposphere is 150 pmol.mol
-1

.
[120]

 In 

troposphere acetonitrile reacts with the hydroxyl radical (⋅OH )
[120][121]

, and thus lowers 
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its concentration in the atmosphere, as well as the concentration of oxidation reaction 

products related to this radical (CO, CH4). This also causes decrease in ozone 

destruction caused by ⋅OH. Since the acetonitrile lifetime in the atmosphere is 1.5 

year
[2]

, its concentration is a characteristic indicator of biomass combustion. The 

amount of atmospheric acetonitrile is significantly lowered by sorption in seas and 

oceans. 
[122][123][2]

 

Cyanogen Bromide (BrCN) belongs to especially dangerous poisons according to 

the Czech Government Directive no. 10/1999 Coll. 
 

It creates colorless to white crystals with pervasive smell that decompose in wet 

environment.  

 

Figure 34: The cyanogen bromide molecule 

Cyanogen bromide is very useful in organic chemistry, where it is used as an agent 

for syndissertation of cyanamides
[124] 

, for modification of biopolymers, proteins and 

peptids, during chemical syntheses, and for extraction of gold from ores. It found its use 

also in agriculture in liquidating of pests, and it was made infamous as a fighting agent 

belonging to the blood agent groups.
[125] 

It is an unstable substance that is easily 

absorbed through skin or digestive tract. It strongly irritates breathing passages, eye 

conjunctives and the digestive tract. In the amounts larger than 433 mg per m
3
 causes 

death in several minutes. As poison it is thirteen times more effective than chlorine and 

even more poisonous than cyanogen chloride. 

Acetonitrile and cyanogen bromide play an important role in astrochemistry also, 

where they are a likely source of hydrogen cyanide (HCN) and its unstable linear 

isomer HNC, which is the reason why these two substances were selected for study as 

possible precursors of HCN and HNC. 

We can encounter small amounts of hydrogen cyanide in almonds in the form of 

amygdaline and in raw coal gas. Substances that contain the monovalent radical CN
·
 are 

created from organic substances that contain Nitrogen (wool, skin, and keratin) by 

annealing without access of air.
[126]  
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Cyanide compounds (CN, HCN, and HNC) belong among especially dangerous 

poisons for a human organism. 

HCN has a strong suffocating effect; CN
·
 is quickly absorbed by lungs during 

inhalation, by stomach mucus if swallowed, and also by unbroken skin. 
 

Both isomers occur in the Universe. HNC is frequently observed in cold, dense 

molecular clouds 
[127]

, cool carbon stars 
[128]

, comets or planetary atmospheres 
[129]

. 

Occurrence in the Universe differs significantly, in cool clouds (temperature around 10 

°K) the ratio of HNC/HCN is about 1.55
[130]

, in warmer areas 
[131] 

(200 °K) it is only 

0.013, however. Currently many authors assume that HCN and HNC originate by 

dissociation recombination of molecular ions HCNH
+
 and H2NC

+
. 

[132][133][134]
 

2.3.2. Previous Studies Related to Our Work  

HNC was for the first time observed in the argon matrix in the infrared area of 

spectrum (600 – 4000 cm
-1

) in 1963
[135]

 and in the Universe it was for the first time 

documented through radio astronomy in the center of our galaxy in the Sagittarius star 

system (molecular cloud Sgr B2) by Snyder and Bhule in 1971
[136]

. Since it is not 

possible to differentiate it from its isomer HCN, spectroscopy became the only 

applicable method for detection of this molecule beyond the collision induced 

dissociative ionization measurement 
[137]

.   

It is assumed that in the Universe HCN and HNC isomers occur by the way of ion 

chemistry, since due to ionization radiation molecules in the Universe are ionized. The 

simplest ions that form in the discharge with hydrogen content are H2
+ 

and H3
+
, from 

which H3
+
 is a key example of cosmic chemistry that with the CN

∙
 radical reacts and 

creates HCNH
+
. By collision of HCNH

+
 with an electron dissociative recombination 

occurs and isomers HNC and HCN are produced. 

Both isomers originate also by the reaction of the C
+ 

ion with ammonia; however 

the originating isomer H2NC
+
 changes to HCNH

+
 by radiation absorption. HNC is 

created by a consequent collision with an electron. Reaction of the proton XH
+
 (H3

+
, 

CH
+
, NH

+
, H3O

+
) donor with HCN or HNC leads back to origination of the HCNH

+
 

ion.
[138] 
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Figure 35: Schematic of the creation of HCN and HNC 

 

Beyond reaction  

H2NC
+
 + e

-
 → HNC + H  (82) 

 HNC is created in the Universe by the following radical reaction 
[139]

:  

C + NH2 → HNC + H (83) 

Then by conversion of HCN to HNC by suprathermal Hydrogen atoms 
[140]

, which 

plays role in cometary comae. 

The equilibrium is then, according to their investigation 
[141]

, at 300 K moved in the 

favor of hydrogen cyanide. By observation of the Hale-Bopp
[142][143]

comet was found 

that after approaching the Sun the ratio of HNC/HCN increased from 0.02 to 0.2 maybe 

due to photochemical reactions.  

2.3.3. Experimental Set-Up 

Emission spectra of these two substances were measured by the Fourier transdform 

infrared spectroscopy using the time resolved spectrometer Bruker IFS 120 HR, with 

spectral resolution 0.05 cm
-1

. 

 This technique enabled us to study processes inside discharge plasma and 

dynamics of cation and destruction of excited atoms, radicals, and ions. 
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Figure 36: FTIR experiment arrangement 
[144] 

 

The positive column discharge tube, covered with a glass outer jacket, was 25 cm 

long with an inner diameter of 12 mm. The a.c. discharge was maintained by a high 

voltage transistor switch HTS 81 (Behlke electronic GmbH, Frankfurt, Germany) 

applied between the stainless steel anode and the grounded cathode. The He/precursor 

plasma was cooled by water in the outer jacket of the cell. The voltage drop across the 

discharge was 1200 V, with a pulse width of 15 μs and 0.6 A peak-to-peak current.  

In both cases the spectral areas 1800–4000 cm
-1

 and 2000 – 6000 cm
-1

 were 

measured with Ge (germanium) interference optical filters and CaF2 lenses at a 

unapodized resolution of 0.05 cm
-1

. 50 scans were averaged to obtain a reasonable 

signal-to-noise ratio. The initial pressure of precursor was 0.5 mbar and the He pressure 

was changed in the range 2 – 4 mbar.  

Obtained interferograms were transformed to spectra by the OPUS program Fourier 

transform: The output of measurement was a matrix of time shifted spectra that was 

processed by a suitable table processor. 

Selected ion flow tube mass spectometry 

We found out the exact amounts of stable product concentrations created during 

decomposition of acetonitrile and cyanogen bromide using the selected ion flow tube 

mass spectrometry, SIFT-MS.  Absolute quantification is achieved on the basis of well 

 He He + CH4 

VN 
zdroj 

HeNe kontrola 

BS 

FZ 

PZ 
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defined reaction time, during which chemical ionization takes place in Helium carrier 

gas flowing through a flow tube into which the reagent ions are injected and the sample 

is introduced at a known flow rate.  

2.3.4. Partial Results and Discussion  

When we were investigating behavior of acetonitrile and cyanogen bromide in 

the Helium matrix without added Hydrogen only, we identified only the CN
· 

radical 

lines and impurities in the form of HCN and HBr, etc. in the spectrum (see figure 38). 

These impurities were caused by air leaking into the cell, in spite of a maximum effort 

to seal the whole system (initial pressure was 0.5 mbar). 

 

Figure 37: Time resolved BrCN spectra without added hydrogen (kinetics of 

substances originating during and after application of electric discharge) 

 

The change occurred with added molecular Hydrogen that significantly influenced 

creation of hydrogen cyanide (HCN) and its isomer (HNC). 
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Figure 38: The time resolved BrCN spectra with added Hydrogen (kinetics of 

substances originating during and after application of electric discharge) 
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Figure 39: The time resolved CH3CN spectra with added Hydrogen (kinetics of 

substances originating during and after application of electric discharge) 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 40: Emission spectrum of H2/BrCN/He discharge 
[144]
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Figure 41: Emission spectrum of H2/CH3CN/He  

 

 

Figure 42: Products of decomposition processes CH3CN and BrCN 
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Below is shown dynamics of creation and destruction of individual samples. It is 

apparent that atom lines originated from molecules by application of electric discharge 

are destroyed and recreate molecules after the discharge and that cyanide compounds 

are created continuously even after the discharge is over. 

 

 

 

Figure 43: Dynamics of creation and destruction of individual samples in the CH3CN 

spectrum 
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Figure 44:  Dynamics of creation and destruction of individual samples in the BrCN 

spectrum 

 

The figures 45, 46, 47 shows decays of the P, Q, and R branches of the CN hot 

band  for transition  identified in the CH3CN spectrum. As can be seen the 

lifetime of this radical is about 10 μs.  
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Figure 45: Decays of CN
·
 (P branch) in spectrum CH3CN/H2/He 

 

Figure 46: Decays of CN
·
 (Q branch) ) in spectrum CH3CN/H2/He 
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Figure 47: Decays of CN
·
(R branch) in spectrum CH3CN /H2/He 

We did not observe any ions in glow discharge emission spectra. Even molecular 

hydrogen that is the precursor of H3
+
 was not detected in the observed systems. 

Based on the absence of emission lines of the H3
+
 ion and its precursor - molecular 

hydrogen H2 in our spectra we assume that in the positive column of a glow discharge 

the isomers HCN and HNC are produced by radical chemistry.  

It is most likely that in discharge in the mixture BrCN/H2 takes place dissociation 

of hydrogen to the H
· 

radical, and consequently reaction of hydrogen with the 

halogenated molecule occurs: 

H + BrCN → HNC + Br (84) 

H + BrCN → HNC + Br (85) 

H + BrCN → HBr + CN
·
 (86) 

Then dissociation of the BrCN precursor also occurs in the discharge according to 

the following equations: 

BrCN + e
-
 → CN

·
 + Br + e

-
    

BrCN + He* → CN
·
 + Br + He (87) 

In the discharge then occurs reaction of the CN
·
 radical with hydrogen 

H + CN
·
 → HCN (88) 

H + CN
·
 → HNC (89) 
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H2 + CN
·
 → HCN 

[145]
 (90) 

Repeated decomposition of hydrogen cyanide to the CN radical 
[146]

 is a very small 

reaction: 

H + HCN → H2 + CN
·
 (91) 

The created CN
· 

radical can react with the precursor molecule according to the 

equation.
[147]

 

CN
·
  + BrCN → (CN)2 + Br (92) 

However, (CN)2 was not detected in the discharge, so it must be a slow reaction 

that can be neglected in comparison with the H+CN
·
  reaction and fast dissociation of 

BrCN.   

We assume that the balance between HCN and HNC is given by a collision with the 

Hydrogen radical when HCN originates from HNC and vice versa.  

Acetonitrile is most likely dissociated in the discharge just like BrCN by collision 

with a fast electron or excited He during origination of the CN
·
 radical:  

CH3CN + He*  →CN
·
 + other products + He (93) 

CH3CN + e
-
  → CN

·
 + other products + e (94) 

It is assumed that this reaction consists of the partial dissociation reactions:  

CH3CN = CH2CN + H (95) 

while the last step is splitting to atomic Carbon and the CN radical  

CCN = C + CN
·
 (96) 

whereas this reaction is very fast, and only the CH
·
 radical is present in detectable 

concentration. 

The CH or C-CN radicals were not detected at the discharge emission spectra in 

acetonitrile. We assume that decomposition of these radicals is very fast and that they 

are present in discharges in small concentrations, smaller than C-CN. 

Creation of CN
·
 can be assumed also according to the equation: 

CH3CN + H  = CH4 + CN
·
 (97) 

Speed of this reaction is very small, however, and that is why it can be neglected. 

The reaction mechanism of the HCN and HNC isomers creation is, similarly like in 

the case of discharge in BrCN, collision of the CN
·
 radical or the HNC and HCN 

reaction products with hydrogen. 
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2.3.5. Partial Conclusion 

The CN
·
 radical, HCN hydrogen cyanide and its isomer HNC were identified in all 

measured spectra. The discharge molecular dynamics was analyzed based on timing of 

creation and destruction of individual products. As opposed to the Universe the HCN 

and HNC isomers are created from radicals, not ions. Rotation - vibration bands of 

HCN and HNC have been observed in the ground and several excited states. Strongest 

HNC emission was observed in BrCN + H2 / He discharge. All transitions of the 

CN
·
radical have approximately the same lifetime on the order of tenth of μs. 

In case of HCN 2000-1000 transition is stronger than 1110 – 0110. Only in the 

BrCN discharge intensities are close together. In case of HNC 1110 – 0110 transition is 

stronger than 2000 – 1000. Explanation is some kinetic mechanism producing excited 

HCN 2000 – 1000 state in cases of hydrogen separation from some parent molecule.
[144]
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2.4.  Ammonia Studies 

In this part of my dissertation I deal with the spectroscopic detection of ammonia. I 

took part in the international study about effect of trace amounts of ammonia on the 

environment within the project COST 729.  I have studied ecological impact of 

ammonia in surroundings of its point source at the prestigious Centre for Ecology & 

Hydrology (CEH), Natural Environment Research Council in Edinburgh, specifically I 

analyzed data obtained from the measurement from an aerodynamic tunnel and 

investigated influence of conifers on the amount of emitted ammonia. I also participated 

in building of a measurement apparatus that used the method of laser optoacoustic 

detection, and thus gained precious experience that I later used in proposal of an 

experiment in the J. Heyrovsky's Physical Chemistry Institute, where the optoacoustic 

cell was designed and built, with consequently built laser optoacoustic detection 

arrangement with the cell inside of an optic resonator for measuring of trace amount of 

ammonia, and suitable for measurements of other gaseous substances.  

2.4.1. Ammonia 

Under normal conditions ammonia is a colorless gas approximately by half lighter 

than air, with sharp acrid smell. It is easily liquefied and it is soluble in water. It creates 

NH4
+
 ammonia ions in solution. 

 

Ammonia can react with oxidizing substances. It reacts with acids creating 

ammonia salts, for example, with Sulfuric acid it creates ammonium sulfate. 

With water it creates caustic lye, and with air explosive mixtures. 
 

It is strongly corrosive on metals, especially on copper alloys.  

According to the Czech Law no. 440/2008 Coll., about Chemical substances and 

preparations, ammonia is classified as a toxic and caustic substance dangerous to the 

environment. Ammonia is contained in the environment in an ionized form (NH4
+
), but 

also in the non-ionized one (NH3). Acute effects on human and mammal health are 

caused by  caustic character of its concentration solution, irritation effects of gaseous 

ammonia, and extreme cold that occurs in contact with liquid ammonia. 

Currently ammonia attracts significant attention, and various international 

institutions (e.g. Centre for Ecology & Hydrology (CEH), Natural Environment 

Research Council v Edinburgh) are engaged in ammonia studies. Ammonia is also dealt 
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with within the project for integrated European research NitroEurope that is a part of the 

sixth framework EU program for research and technological development and that runs 

from the February of 2006 to 2011. This problematics has been investigated in the 

Czech Republic since 1996, when the EU Council Directive 96/61/EC, now 2008/1/EC 

(IPPC) became valid. 

2.4.2. Sources of Ammonia 

Ammonia originates by microbial decomposition of organic remnants, excrements, 

and animal urine. The main source of ammonia emission to atmosphere is then 

agriculture, especially intensive breeding of farm animals, storing of remainder 

biomass, and its application into soil during fertilization, waste water from agricultural 

production, and also decomposition of human and animal biological waste. 

 

Figure 48: Shares of individual sources on the total ammonia emissions 
[148] 

Ammonia concentration values in stables are influenced primarily by the amount of 

nitrogen in excrements, whose amount depends on the amount of Nitrogen substances in 

feed, pH and moisture of bedding, stable microclimate with possibility of physical 

fixation of ammonia, chemical fixation of ammonia, species of bred animals, animal 

density, ventilation system and modification of inner microclimatic parameters. 
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Other sources that have a smaller share in total ammonia emissions are a production 

of nitric acid, fertilizers, and explosives, and some other industries (pharmaceutical 

industry, petrochemical industry), sewage waste waters, waste water from thermal 

processing of coal and galvanization, industrial A/C, production of ice, usage of 

fertilizers that contain ammonia sulfite (NH4)2SO4 and NH4NO3 ammonium nitrate.
[149]

 

The system of release of ammonium sulfite and ammonium nitrate depends on a 

fertilizer utilization system. Release is higher when the fertilizer stays on the earth 

surface than when it is ploughed down to soil. Especially high release occurs when 

fertilizer is sprayed to irrigate soil with high pH, during higher temperatures and dry 

conditions, also in soil with low cation capacity like sands. The release is decreased 

during growing of plants that cannot release ammonia.
[150] 

 

Ammonia is further contained in raw food, some paints, lacquers, print colors, 

glues, and it is added to processed food.
[151]

 In small amount it occurs in cigarette 

smoke, and it is emitted by human and animal life processes (exhaling, sweating) in 

minimum amounts.
[149] 

 

It is used in food refrigeration equipment in refrigeration plants, breweries, dairies 

and soft drink plants and winter stadiums in large extent. The last mentioned contain a 

large amount of ammonia. Waterless ammonia is used in 155 winter stadiums and about 

500 to 600 large capacity facilities in the food industry in the Czech Republic.
[152]

  

 High concentration can appear in water in higher locations, isolated lakes and in 

places where waste water is drained.  

The world ammonia emissions were calculated at 22 to 35 million tons per year.
[153]

  

Pollution limits, pollution sources and individual pollutants, limits, and fees for 

them are set by a series of legislative regulations - e.g. the Law no. 309/1991 Coll., 

117/1997 Coll., and 389/1992 Coll. The maximum permissible concentration of 

ammonia in the stable environment is set to 0.0025 % vol. 

2.4.3. Ammonia Lifecycle in the Environment and Its Effect on 

Human Health 

Ammonia is a key component in nitrate compound cycles. By some bacteria (e.g. 

acidophilic ones that can live in the environment with neutral or low pH ) it is 

transformed to nitrate that is received by plants and becomes a part of proteins and 

nucleic acids. Most organisms can accept Nitrogen only in its inorganic form (ammonia, 

http://cs.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dus%C3%ADk
http://cs.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dus%C3%ADk
http://cs.wikipedia.org/wiki/S%C3%ADra
http://cs.wikipedia.org/wiki/S%C3%ADra
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nitrites, and nitrates) or is organic form (urea and proteins). Land animals get rid of 

Nitrogen by excreting urea, from which is ammonia released by consequent activities of 

microorganisms. After plants die Nitrogen is transformed to ammonia that is changed to 

nitrates by bacteria and algae. They are later reduced to Nitrogen that returns to the air. 

Bacteria are mostly responsible for the return release of Nitrogen in the air. Ammonia 

enriches surface waters with nutrients. Nutrients are necessary for a healthy ecosystem, 

but excessive amounts of nutrients (especially of Nitrogen and Phosphorus) can lead to 

euthrophication, i.e. to harmful effects and die-out of fish due to increase in algae and 

cyanobacteria. Ammonia occurs in water in the form of ammonia ions that can be 

highly toxic to fish and water plants in large concentrations. In water with sufficient 

amount of oxygen ammonia it is oxidized to nitrates that are significantly less toxic for 

aquatic organisms then nitrification bacteria.
[151] 

 

Figure 49: The ammonia and Nitrogen cycles in the environment 
[150]

  

 Also plants can be affected if they are exposed to higher concentrations of 

ammonia both in the air, and in water. Ammonia occurs in soils especially in the form 

of ammonia ion. Since ammonia form of Nitrogen is a key source of Nitrogen for 

plants, Nitrogen industrial fertilizers are applied, however, they release nitrates into 

ground water. The ground water can then be unsuitable for use by humans, or if used, 

there are high costs related to cleaning from and removal of nitrates. Presence of nitrates 

(directly from fertilizers or due to bacterial oxidation of ammonia) also increases acidity 

of soils. The soil acidity is also increased by deposition from atmosphere. Ammonia 
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makes relatively stable salts with sulfates and nitrates (originating from acid gases SO2, 

SO3, and NOx) that are present in atmosphere. These salts are faster released from 

atmosphere in the form of rain or fallout in comparison with acid gases and ammonia 

itself, and get into soils this way. Although ammonia itself is an alcalic substance, it 

takes part in acidic depositions. Penetration and consequent increased content of 

ammonia in atmosphere is also undesirable, since it is one of originators of the photo-

chemical smog that belongs to the most important pollution problems of European cities 

atmosphere. 

It is contained in large amounts in atmospheres of large Sun system planets 

(Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune) and also in the atmosphere of Saturn's moon 

Titan. It was also found in comets. It is one of molecules that occur in the interstellar 

space.  

2.4.4. Risks Related to Ammonia 

Acute effects on human and mammalian health occur due to the caustic character of 

concentrated ammonia solution, irritating effects of gaseous ammonia, and extreme cold 

that occurs during contact with liquid ammonia. Ammonia is easily absorbed through 

upper respiratory tract mucus membranes and digestive tract. Absorbed ammonia 

quickly spreads around the whole body. A serious acute exposure can lead to death 

within several minutes or it can cause deterioration of lung function. Short time 

exposure to ammonia can irritate eyes, and burn skin with the risk of permanent 

consequences. Ammonia also irritates nasal mucous membranes, mouth, pharynx, also 

caused cough and difficulty breathing. Exposure to higher concentrations can cause 

water in lungs (edema), or serious breathing difficulties. 
[5]

 Skin contact with liquid 

ammonia causes cold burns, usually without blisters and carbonification. Contact with 

concentrated ammonia solution causes caustic burns on skin, and serious injury to eyes 

can occur.
 [151]

 

In the stable environment inhaling of sub-toxic amount causes primarily meta-toxic 

effect to the human, animal and plant health, where primarily decreased affectivity of 

immune system against infectious diseases is the result. 

Basic rules of safety management in objects that is necessary to consider the 

potential sources of ammonia with concentrations significantly exceeding allowed limits 

- localities inside industrial zones (e.g. cooling units of food plants, chemical refineries, 
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or buildings with technologies that use ammonia as coolant), and also densely populated 

areas (with winter stadiums) - are set by the European Directive known as SEVESO II 

(in the Czech Republic implemented by the Law no. 59/2006 Coll., On prevention of 

serious accidents).  

Key factors implemented within related regulations lay either in prevention of 

emergency situations in side dangerous buildings themselves, and also in an effort to 

mitigate possible accidents consequences related to human health and life, property, and 

environment (environmental aspects) in the surroundings of these objects. Risk analysis 

and evaluation that includes modeling of accident consequences represents one of the 

most important steps in the process of development and implementation of Safety 

Management Systems – SMS. Beyond regulations stemming out of the SEVESO II 

directive the above mentioned principles are contained also in the Law no. 76/2002 

Coll., as amended, "About integrated prevention" (i.e., in the IPPC directive) in context 

of industrial risks. This procedure can be understood as a connection and logical 

unification of environmental aspects related to undesirable consequences of accidents 

(acute risks) and medium to long-term negative effects (chronic risks) from industrial 

activities. Reference documents (BREFs) were published for implementation of main 

principles of the IPPC Directive that include the appropriate Best Available Techniques 

- BAT; in case of ammonia this is, beyond others, the Large Volume Inorganic 

Chemicals – Ammonia, Acids and Fertilizers BREF document approved on December 

7, 2006.  

Ammonia emission effects are geographically significant both on local, and on 

global scales. Aspects of over the border effects of NH3 emissions are therefore 

monitored within the UNECE Convention on Long Range Transboundary Pollution. 

Protection of lives and environment in the context of industrial accidents related to a 

possible ammonia leak is then dealt with within the Convention on the Transboundary 

Effects of Industrial Accidents (1992). From the point of view of long-term effects on 

environment is ammonia evaluated as a eutrotrophical acidifying harmful substance as 

well. Since 2010 its emission limits fall under the National Emissions Ceilings Directive 

(NECD) that sets legally obligatory admissible emission for ammonia, and also NOx, 

SO2, and volatile organic compounds - VOC) on national levels. 
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2.4.5. Partial Results and Discussion 

During my doctoral studies I participated in three independent studies related to 

ammonia that will be described in the following chapter. 

1. Influence of Conifers on the Amount of Ammonia Emitted from a Point 

Source 

At CEH (Natural Environment Research Council - Billett Section laboratories, 

Mark Sutton Ammonia group) Institute in Edinburgh, Great Britain I have analyzed data 

obtained from the experiment performed by dr. Christine Braban in the aerodynamic 

tunnel the Atmospheric Flow Laboratory at the former Silsoe Research Institute (SRI).  

This facility reproduced realistic turbulent wind conditions of up to 5 m/s. 

Evergreens of up to 2 m in height with up to 1m shrubs/plants upstream was used to 

create a windbreak design for the recapture of a controlled ammonia release in the wind 

tunnel at different distance/height combinations (simulated by ground level and elevated 

sources in the wind tunnel) from the source. In addition, a control experiment without a 

windbreak was undertaken to assess the experimental recapture efficiency. During one 

run the trees was misted with dilute acid to provide “perfect” sinks and measure the 

maximum achievable ammonia uptake.  

 The experiments consisted of a simultaneous controlled release of ammonia gas 

and a tracer (methane) made either from a ground level or an elevated (1m) line source 

at the start of the working section of the wind tunnel. Growth lights was installed in the 

wind tunnel to ensure light conditions (and stomatal conductances) representative of 

outside conditions. 
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Figure 50: The wind tunnel schematic 

 

Figure 51: Horizontal profile of the measured area 

The methane tracer and ammonia concentrations were monitored using a tunable 

diode laser absorption spectrometer (TDL-AS; CEH). While the decrease in was 

monitored using a TDL-AS also measured using a photo-acoustic NH3 detector (CEH).  

My work was based on comparison of remaining (not absorbed or dispersed) 

concentration of ammonia and the methane. The analysis of the 35 independent 

measurements in 10 sampling points was done.  
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Figure 52: One of the measurement graphs is shown below as an example 

Full horizontal profile analysis of all the measurements was done. Except for a few 

exceptions the results showed a net uptake of ammonia by the vegetation.   

From 280 compared points only in 15 cases was the absorption of the methane 

bigger then ammonia, which is likely to be due to either turbulent effects or instrument 

issues. 

 

Figure 53: One of the graphs (remain concentration of NH3 and CH4) 

The absorption capacity would potentially be bigger, if the broadleaved trees were 

used. 
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2. Construction of experimental setup for trace measurement of ammonia 

 

Another part of my scientific work consists of participation on construction of 

experimental setup for trace measurement of ammonia. 

In this place I would like to show how simple it is to create an experimental 

arrangement that allows you to measure both trace amounts of ammonia (in our case), 

and relative humidity. For the measurement we used the Nitrolux-100 (Pranalytica Inc.), 

detection instrument, an ambient NH3 
analyzer that uses resonant optoacoustic 

spectroscopy and a line-tunable carbon dioxide (CO2) laser to provide continuous or on-

demand measurements. 

At the beginning of measurement we set a constant flow of carrier gas that was 

constantly controlled by a float flow-meter (rotameter) and regulated by a sensitive 

valve. The gas mixture of N2 and NH3 went through the system of interconnected 

standard plastic tubes. Part of the gas went to a vessel sealed by a photo-foil, in which 

relative humidity was measured, and a part to the optoacoustic analyzer.   

 

Figure 54: Experimental setup for measurement of trace amount of ammonia 

The analyzer enables to detect up to trace amounts of gas. Its disadvantage is a high 

acquisition price.  
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Technical parameters of Nitrolux-100 (Pranalytica Inc.): 

Range:    0 – 300 ppb  

Operating temperatures:  10 – 30 oC 

Operating RH   0 – 95 % 

Sample flow:   ~ 1200 – 1600 sccm  

Dimensions:   19” x 8” x 24“ 

Weight:    32 kg  

Its disadvantage is a high acquisition price.  

I used the experience obtained during construction of this simple arrangement for 

later experimental work in the Czech Republic. 

 

3. Design and Construction of a Optoacoustic cell for Measurements of Trace 

Amounts of Ammonia 

I have participated in design and construction of an optoacoustic cell and 

experimental arrangement of the laser optoacoustic detection (PAS) with a cell inside of 

a resonator at the J. Heyrovský Institute Physical Chemistry of ASCR.  

PAS is highly sensitive that enables discovery of even trace amounts of substances, 

therefore it is a very efficient tool for concentration studies for monitoring of gaseous 

pollutants (NH3, NO, NO2, CH3OH, CH3CH2OH, CH3CH=CH2, C6H6, CH2=CH2), 

monitoring of greenhouse gases and gases produced in breeding farm animals, 

consequently also for monitoring of ammonia creation. It even appears as the most 

reliable method for determination of ammonia trace amounts.
[154]

  

An optoacoustic (OA) cell - a space, in which interaction between particles of 

flowing through gas and laser radiation occurs - was made of steel with low coefficient 

of heat expansion and good chemical properties.
[156]

 During construction we were 

inspired by the previous study performed by Angeli et al.
[155]

 The total length of the cell 

was 42 mm that corresponded to one quarter of λac acoustic wave, and the inner 

diameter of 50 mm (Fig. 56). It is an open cell without windows, which is an advantage, 

since the window material does not affect photoacoustic signal.
 [155] 

However, we had to 

minimize acoustic losses of an open cell. For this reason the cell was provided by two 

attenuating spaces (filters) at the entrance and exit that are 168 mm long and serve for 

elimination of parasitic acoustic signals that originate thanks to the absorption of 

excitation radiation by cell windows. Their size is one quarter and one half of an 
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acoustic wave. This arrangement allows creation of well separated first azimuthal 

resonance in 2 kHz.
[156]

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 55: Outer and inner filter casing 

Radii: Outer and inner filter casing 

r of microphone = approx. 12 mm 

r of cell = 50 mm 

r of outer casing = 12 mm 

r of inner casing = 4 mm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 56: Cell design 

We were using the microphone Bruel and Kjaer BK 4165 with sensitivity of 

approx. 50 mV/Pa inserted into a cell body as a detector of pressure changes.  

Cell 

Microphone 
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Figure 57: Drawing of the optoacoustic cell 

 

Figure 58: Assembled optoacoustic cell 

 

A radiation source is the CO2 laser. It is a laser with optical resonator, in which the OA 

cell and rotating shutter (choler) providing modulation of radiation is placed.  OA signal 

is recorded by a sensitive microphone that is firmly seated in the cell's body.  
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Figure 59: Optoacoustic experimental arrangement 

 

Radiation Source 

A gas CO2 laser, whose active environment consists of the mixture of CO2, N2, and 

He in the defined ratio approx. 1:2:8 (ratio of partial pressures), was used as a radiation 

source.  From the practical standpoint the optical path was set using the He-Ne laser, 

whose red color beam is visible to human eye as opposed to CO2 laser.   

2.4.6. Partial Conclusion 

 Within my dissertation I have also studied ammonia. An experimental arrangement 

using the laser optoacoustic detection method to measure trace amounts of ammonia 

was set up. I analyzed the data obtained from the experiment in aerodynamic tunnel. 

It is apparent from results that trees play important role in the process of decreasing of 

concentration of ammonia emitted to the air. 

My work also consisted of designing and constructing of an optoacoustic cell, an 

experimental arrangement of the laser optoacoustic detection with the cell inside a 

resonator that would be suitable for measurement of trace amounts of ammonia.  Until 

now there was testing, optimization, and methodical improvement of diagnostic 

techniques using a supercharged CO2 laser with active mixture from CO2, N2 and He. 

This method can be used both in laboratory conditions (experiment in simulated wind 

tunnel atmosphere, where we can map dispersion and distribution of ammonia in 

surroundings of an emission source), and in various distances from the pollution source 
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(modeling of ammonia spread into surrounding countryside – so called pollution 

gradient). 

The plan is to use this experimental setup in the experiment in the wind tunnel, into 

which we would place a model of selected stable, including nearby surroundings, water 

courses and small Greenleaf trees, and monitor flowing of ammonia in this model and 

the influence of emitted ammonia concentration by trees inserted into atmosphere. 

Based on obtained results we would be able to formulate measures to mitigate impact of 

emitted ammonia to the health of animals, people and plants, quality of animal 

agricultural production, and quality of the environment near pollution sources.  
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3. Conclusion 

In my dissertation work I have studied chemical substances that are significant due 

to their existence and influence they have on human health, environment, atmospheric 

chemistry, and astrochemistry by various spectroscopic methods. This way I tried very 

sensitive methods and experimental equipment that made possible even kinetic 

measurement of ions. 

The work consists of a theoretical part with basic principles of spectroscopy and 

quantum physics outlined, and from a part describing my own work that I performed 

during my doctorate studies.  

The theoretical part is written in a form that would serve as a basic material for 

studies of students, who would like to become familiar with principles of spectroscopy, 

and perform spectroscopic experiments.  

Description of the work is divided into four thematic parts that describe four 

independently performed experiments. Partial conclusions discuss obtained results in 

detail. I would like to summarize these results here. 

Analyses of the ν4 asymmetrical and ν2 symmetrical bands in the infrared spectrum 

of FCO2
 radical that belongs to significant intermediate products of degradation 

processes of halogen hydrocarbons during reactions in the atmosphere, combustion, and 

combustion processes was performed for the very first time during my dissertation 

work. The detailed analysis led to determination of rotational constants, centrifugal 

distortion constants, and fine fissure constants of both bands.  

Historically for the first time a spectroscopically unequivocal identification of the 

CS+ molecule radicals was performed in high spectral resolution, i.e., on rotational 

level in the frequency range 414 to 622 GHz. This complete analysis allowed to exactly 

determine values of rotational constant and fine and hyperfine splitting constants that 

will help in predictions of line positions of this cation up to the THz area, and thus will 

help in its search in the Universe. 

Further we have designed and performed experiments including measuring of 

spectra of cyanide substances BrCN and CH3CN, these molecules were studied in the 

low temperature plasma environment. From results of time resolved spectroscopic 

studies is apparent that many highly toxic substances and also reactive samples 
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originate from acetonitrile and cyanogen bromide in the low temperature plasma 

conditions. The results bring us information about behavior of these substances under 

extreme conditions, about lifetime of atoms and molecules, and radicals that originate 

from parent substances. Since acetonitrile is produced during burning of biomass and 

also, for example, from automobile exhalations, kinetic studies of the products of 

thermic decomposition of substances performed in relatively well defined environment 

of the positive discharge column are useful both from the point of view of deeper 

understanding of elementary physical and chemical processes taking place in the 

Universe, and also within the framework of fire safety practice.  

Finally I studied the ecological impact of ammonia near its point source and impact 

of trees on the amount of ammonia in the air. I also designed and build an optoacoustic 

cell for the experimental arrangement of the laser optoacoustic detection method. We 

plan to use this experimental arrangement, very sensitive to measurement of even trace 

amounts of ammonia and other gaseous pollutants, during experimental work in an 

aerodynamic tunnel during modeling of ammonia spread from a model of a selected 

stable. Since the research of technologies and principles that lower ammonia emissions 

during breeding of farm animals is currently one of the basic directions of sustainable 

and ecological agricultural production, then this topic is very important.  

Some substances investigated during my doctorate studies were not measured or 

analyzed in the given area of electromagnetic spectrum yet. The work thus brings 

significant scientific knowledge important for further research and understanding of 

reaction mechanisms that the measured substances participate in atmosphere, interstellar 

space, or in plasma. 

During my doctorate studies I cooperated with the following prestigious 

international institutions: 

- J. Heyrovsky Institute of Physical Chemistry by the Academy of Sciences of the 

Czech Republic 

- Laboratoire de Physique des Lasers, Atomes et Molécules, PhLAM), Université 

Lille 1 in France 

- Berchische Univeresitat in Wuppertal 

  -Centre for Ecology & Hydrology (CEH), Natural Environment Research Council 

in Edinburgh 
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The work thus significantly contributes to development of science and research at 

the Faculty of Safety Engineering. 

Also its contribution in the field of expanding cooperation both with Czech, and 

international institutions is considerable. 
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Závěr 

Ve své disertační práci jsem studovala chemické látky, významné svou existencí a 

působením na lidské zdraví, ţivotní prostředí, atmosférickou chemii a astrochemii 

různými spektroskopickými metodami. Vyzkoušela jsem si takto velice citlivé metody a 

experimentální vybavení, které umoţňovalo i kinetické měření iontů. 

Práce se skládá z části teoretické, v niţ jsou nastíněny základní principy 

spektroskopie a kvantové fyziky,  a z části v niţ je popsaná má vlastní práce, které jsem 

se během svého doktorského studia věnovala.  

Teoretická část je psaná takovou formou, aby slouţila jako podklad ke studiu 

studentům Vysoké škole báňské, kteří by se rádi seznámili s principy spektroskopie a 

chtěli se zabývat spektroskopickým experimentem.  

Popis vlastní práce je rozdělen do čtyř tematických celků, které popisují čtyři 

nezávislé, uskutečněné experimenty. V dílčích závěrech jsou podrobně diskutovány 

získané výsledky. Na tomto místě bych chtěla tyto výsledky shrnout. 

V rámci mé disertační práce byla vůbec poprvé provedena analýza asymetrického 

vibračního pásu 4 a symetrického pásu 2 infračerveného spektra FCO2
 radikálu, který 

patří mezi významné meziprodukty degradačních procesů halogenových uhlovodíků při 

reakcích v atmosféře, při hoření a spalovacích procesech. Detailní analýza vedla 

k určení rotačních konstant, centrifugálně distorzních konstant a konstant jemného 

štěpení pro oba sledované pásy.  

Historicky poprvé byla uskutečněna také první spektroskopicky jednoznačná 

identifikaci molekulového radikálů CS
∙+

 s vysokým spektrálním rozlišení, tj. na rotační 

úrovni ve frekvenčním rozsahu 414 aţ 622 GHz. Celková analýza umoţnila přesné 

určení hodnot rotační konstanty, konstanty jemného a hyperjemného štěpení, které 

poslouţí k predikování poloh linii tohoto kationtu aţ do THz oblasti a napomůţe tak 

v jeho hledání ve vesmíru. 

Dále byly navrţeny a uskutečněny experimenty zahrnující měření spekter 

kyanových látek BrCN a CH3CN a bylo studování chování těchto molekul v prostředí 

nízkoteplotního plazmatu. Z výsledků provedených časově rozlišených 

spektroskopických studií je zřejmé, ţe z acetonitrilu a bromkyanu vzniká v podmínkách 

nízkoteplotní plazmy řada vysoce toxických látek a také reaktivních specií. Výsledky 
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přinášejí informace o chování látek za extrémních podmínek, době ţivota atomů a 

molekul a radikálu vznikajících z mateřské substance.   Jelikoţ acetonitrilu je 

produkován při spalování biomasy a dále například z automobilových exhalací, jsou 

kinetické studie produktů tepelného rozkladu látek provedené v relativně dobře 

definovaném prostředí pozitivního výbojového sloupce uţitečné nejen z pohledu 

hlubšího pochopení elementárních fyzikálně-chemických procesů probíhajících ve 

vesmíru, ale téţ v rámci poţárně-bezpečnostní praxe.  

Nakonec byl studován ekologický impakt amoniaku v okolí jeho bodového zdroje a 

vliv stromů na mnoţství amoniaku v ovzduší. Byla také navrţena a sestavena 

optoakustická kyveta experimentální sestavy metody laser optoakustické detekce. Toto 

experimentální uspořádání, velice citlivé k měření i stopových mnoţství amoniaku a 

dalších plynných polutantů, plánujeme vyuţít při experimentální práci 

v aerodynamickém tunelu při modelování šíření amoniaku z modelu vybrané stáje. 

Jelikoţ je výzkum technologií a principů sniţujících emise amoniaku při chovu 

hospodářských zvířat v současné době jedním ze základních směrů udrţitelné a 

ekologické agrární produkce, je toto téma velmi aktuální.  

Některé látky, zkoumané v rámci mého doktorského studia, nebyly ještě dosud 

v dané oblasti elektromagnetického spektra proměřeny či analyzovány. Práce tak přináší 

významné vědecké poznatky důleţité pro další výzkum a porozumění reakčních 

mechanismů, jichţ se změřené látky účastní ať uţ v atmosféře, v mezihvězdném 

prostoru nebo či v plazmatu. 

Během svého doktorského studia jsem spolupracovala s prestiţními mezinárodními 

institucemi  

- Ústav fyzikální chemie J. Herovského, akademie věd České republiky 

- Laboratoire de Physique des Lasers, Atomes et Molécules, PhLAM), University 

Lile 1 ve Francii 

- Berchische Univeresitat ve Wuppertal 

  -Centre for Ecology & Hydrology (CEH), Natural Environment Research Counil 

v Edinburghu 

Práce tak velmi přispívá k rozvoji vědy a výzkumu na Fakultě bezpečnostního 

inţenýrství. 

Nezanedbatelný je tedy také přínos na poli prohlubující se spolupráce s jak 

českými, tak zahraničními institucemi. 
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